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ABSTRACT
Many firms are challenged to make inventory decisions with limited data, and
high customer service level requirements. This thesis focuses on heuristic solutions
for inventory management problems in data-scarce environments, employing rigorous
mathematical frameworks and taking advantage of the information that is available
in practice but often ignored in literature. We define a class of inventory models and
solutions with demonstrable value in helping firms solve these challenges.
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
Managing inventory under demand uncertainty remains a core problem in operations
management. Parametric inventory models make assumption regarding the functional
form of the underlying demand distribution in order to derive inventory targets. How-
ever, the parametric paradigm can not provide satisfactory results when the assumed
distributions fail to capture the shape of demand realizations in practice. An alter-
native paradigm is the non-parametric approach, which makes no assumption on the
functional form and bases decisions on data. Of course, there is no such thing as
free lunch. Non-parametric inventory models avoid restricting themselves to a distri-
bution family at the cost of reliance on data. Moreover, the higher customer service
requirements are, the more data is required to capture the tail behavior of demand. In
practice, firms often have to make inventory decisions when data are scarce and ser-
vice requirement is high, in which none of the existing techniques can be implemented
directly. Motivated by the collaboration with a major biotechnology company on sev-
eral inventory management projects, this thesis focuses on non-parametric heuristics
that set inventory targets and identify opportunities for reducing stock level in data-
scarce environments, where high service requirements are the top priority. Meanwhile,
the proposed heuristics also extract information from data on order arrivals, which is
collected by most companies but often ignored by the literature on non-parametric
inventory models.
2Chapter 2 lays the foundation of a theoretical framework. We consider a repeated
newsvendor problem for a single product. Instead of employing a single random
variable, we model demand as a compound random variable which consists of order
arrivals and order quantities, where the decision maker only sees periodic demand and
the number of orders in each period. By exploiting the integer nature of demand, and
allowing the decision maker to include boundary information on demands, we develop
two approaches that employ Maximum Likelihood and Metropolis-Hastings sampler,
respectively. In numerical experiments, both approaches outperform benchmarks
based only on periodic demand realizations. The approach based on Metropolis-
Hasting sampler even outperforms the case in which order quantities are known to
the decision maker.
Chapter 3 further relaxes the model in Chapter 2 and assumes that, in addition to
periodic demand, the decision maker only knows the total number of orders over the
same interval. This reflects a practical challenge at one of the regional distribution
centers of the biotechnology company we collaborated with. Despite having limited
data, the firm still maintains a high customer service target. We propose a uniform
sampling technique that generates random feasible combinations that are consistent
with realized observations, as well as optional input on boundary information. The
approach was implemented at the facility and set inventory targets for more than
29,000 SKUs.
Chapter 4 takes a fresh look at the objective function of an inventory reduction
project at the biotechnology company we collaborated with. It is impractical to apply
a new inventory policy because the company’s planning infrastructure has already de-
termined the production policy and automated the majority of replenishment orders.
3We take a holistic view of the system’s constraints to develop a heurisitic that rank
orders SKUs in terms of risk-free inventory reduction opportunities. The heuristic was
developed into a toolbox on the firm’s ERP platform and helped identify of potential
inventory reduction. With the help of this tool, inventory planners at the firm have
made more than 22,000 comments regarding the root causes of excessive inventory.
Multi-million dollar worth of inventory was reduced from the network between 2017
Q2 and Q3.
4Chapter 2
Setting Inventory Targets for
Low-Demand Products with Discrete
Compound Process
2.1 Introduction
One of the most challenging tasks in inventory management is to characterize the
uncertainty of demand. A classical paradigm is to assume a functional form of de-
mand and estimate parameters with data, i.e. past observations. Consequently, the
performance of any parametric approach depends heavily on how well the selected
distribution matches the “true” distributions. Alternative paradigms include using
partial information and empirical distribution function from data. However, such
approaches tend to make conservative decisions or require a fair amount of data to
obtain satisfying results. When desired service level is higher, the amount of data
also increase since more observations are needed to capture the tail behavior.
In practice, firms often confront tougher variants of the problem, in which direct
implementation of either parametric or non-parametric models is hard. In this paper,
we consider a case that features three common challenges in practice: (1) limited
historical data, (2) low demand, and (3) high service requirements, each of which
adds to the difficulty of making inventory decisions with available information. Al-
though modern supply chain software has made it possible for firms to track demand
5and usage in a timely fashion, it is still a common practice that firms set inventory
targets based on weekly demand data, where 52 observations cover all usable data
collected over a year-long history. The requirement for quick response also makes it
impossible for firms to wait for a long time to collect “enough” information before
making decisions. Thus, setting inventory targets under limited data is a practical
challenge for firms. In this chapter, we consider the case where firms need to make
decisions with less than 12 data points, which mimics a three-month length of data
if observations are stored at a weekly interval.
Inventory literature occasionally models demand as a discrete integer random
variable. The charateristic of having low demand does not prevent implementation of
non-parametric approaches. However, high service requirements is usually problem-
atic for non-parametric models, since they need to wait for long enough time for a
small-chance event to show up in observations to account for them. In our model, we
assume that the product of interest possesses a high underage cost, and thus a high
service level is desired. A key challenge is to exploit the available data and come up
with an estimate of the quantile of underlying distribution that is close to one. Moti-
vated by Feeney and Sherbrooke (1966), we model the demand as a general compound
process that is the outcome of two independent finite discrete stochastic processes—
–customer arrival and order quantities. Allowing their probability mass function
(p.m.f.) to take any value in a finite dimensional probability simplex, we consider
two different approaches—–Maximum Likelihood Estimator (MLE) and Metropolis-
Hastings (MH) Sampler to estimate inventory target for high service levels (≥ 95%).
Both approaches require data on periodic demand and customer arrival, and consider
the combinatorial structure of observed data. They also allow the decision maker to
include boundary information on order quantities as a part of model input. Through
6numerical experiments, we show that MLE has a higher expected cost, yet it is more
robust under various tightness of bounds. Metropolis-Hastings sampler, in compari-
son, is able to obtain lower newsvendor cost when the boundary information is close
to true distribution.
The rest of this chapter is organized in the following manner: literature is re-
viewed in section 2.2; model assumptions are discussed in section 2.3; two algorithms
are provided in section 2.4; results of numerical experiments are shown in section 2.5;
section 2.6 concludes the chapter.
2.2 Literature Review
Inventory management literature with demand uncertainty falls in one of two existing
paradigms: parametric or non-parametric models. Parametric models either assume
that both functional form and parameters are known to the decision maker, or the
unknown parameters are updated based on the data observed (Scarf, 1959; Iglehart,
1964; Azoury, 1985). Despite the fact that parametric models facilitate the tractibility
of problems, there always exists the concern that assumed distributions do not fully
capture the uncertainty in practice. One solution within the parametric framework is
to use a more general distribution family. Numerous studies adopt distributions with
more parameters for less restrictive shapes. For instance, Kottas and Lau (1980) show
that using two-parameter distributions is insufficient and instead use four-parameter
Pearson distribution and the Schmeiser-Deutsch system. More recently, Akcay et al.
(2011) applies the Johnson Translation System, a parameterized family of distribution
that can match any finite first four moments, and quantify the uncertainty of the
estimation by expected total operating cost (Hayes, 1969).
7One stream of research assumes that only partial information, instead of the
functional form, are available to the decision maker. Scarf (1957) considers the case
where only mean and standard deviation are known, based on which the worst-case
expected cost is maximized for all possible distributions. Later papers extend Scarf’s
work and solve similar problems under different settings (Gallego and Moon, 1993;
Moon and Gallego, 1994; Gallego et al., 2001). More recently, Perakis and Roels
(2008) consider a wider range of possible partial information, and derive order
quantities that minimize the newsvendor’s maximum regret. Saghafian and Tomlin
(2016) develop a maximum-entropy-based technique which takes advantage of both
moment and tail information to form a belief-updating procedure for an ambiguity
set of possible distributions.
Another stream of research replaces the parametric functional form with the
empirical distribution derived from the dataset. Bookbinder and Lordahl (1989)
use bootstrap procedure for estimating reorder points. Godfrey and Powell (2001)
develop Concave, Adaptive Value Estimation (CAVE) that directly estimates the
value function using sample gradient. Kleywegt et al. (2002) introduce the frame-
work of Sample Average Approximation (SAA) that solves empirical counterpart
of a stochastic discrete optimization. Levi et al. (2007) establish bounds on the
number of samples needed by SAA in a newsvendor setting for desired closeness to
optimality. Levi et al. (2015) obtain a tighter bound of SAA on the newsvendor
problem with regard to relative regret. The non-parametric newsvendor model with
censored sales data rather than demand observations has also raised attention. Huh
and Rusmevichientong (2009) propose an adaptive policy under censored demand.
Huh et al. (2011) consider a similar problem and develop an adaptive policy with
Kaplan-Meier Estimator.
8Our paper is different from the existing literature in several aspects. First,
we focus on the average performance under small dataset and high service level
for low-demand products rather than their limiting behavior. Second, we model
the demand as a compound process rather than a single random variable. Third,
we apply Metropolis-Hastings sampler in generating posterior distribution for a
general form of demand distribution. To our best knowledge, this is the first paper
that models demand as a general compound process and proposes algorithms that
prescribe inventory targets in a data-scarce environment.
2.3 Model Assumptions
2.3.1 Repeated Newsvendor Model with Compound Demand
Consider a single-item newsvendor problem over discrete time horizon t ∈ T :=
{1, 2, . . . , } with compound demand process. The decision maker (referred as DM
hereafter) starts each period with zero on-hand inventory and needs to decide how
many units y to stock prior to demand realization. All unsold units are scrapped at the
end of each period. In period t, Zt customers arrive, with the k-th customer ordering
Wt,k units of products. Zt Are discrete random variables with left support 0. Wt,k
are identically distributed discrete random variables that are mutually independent
of one another and independent of Zt. The demand in period t, denoted by Dt, is the
sum of customer orders,
Dt :=

0 if Zt = 0∑Zt
k=1 Wt,k if Zt > 0
(2.1)
After observing demand in period 1, . . . , T , the DM’s goal is to pick yT+1 so that the
9total expected cost in period T + 1 is minimized, i.e.
min
y≥0
E [L(y,DT+1)] =
[
Co(y −DT+1)+ + Cu(DT+1 − y)+
]
(2.2)
where Co is the per-unit overage cost for each unsold unit at the end of each period,
Cu is the per-unit underage cost for lost sales penalty, and x
+ = max{x, 0}. In this
standard newsvendor setting, the optimal order quantity satisfies a critical fractile
result,
yNV (ϕ) := inf{y : FD(y) ≥ ϕ} (2.3)
where FD is the c.d.f. of Dt for all t = 1, 2, . . . , and ϕ =
Cu
Cu+Co
is the critical fractile.
In practice, it is usually difficult to quantify Cu and Co. Instead, firms directly
set ϕ as their service target and make stocking decisions accordingly. Therefore,
instead of specifying Cu and Co, we can write the expected newsvendor cost as
CD(y, ϕ) = E [L(y,DT+1)]. Equivalently, we consider ϕ as the sole parameter in the
problem.
2.3.2 Observed Data on Demand History and Customer Arrivals
When approaching the decision of ordering quantity, the DM has collected the
following information:
• Demand History The DM collects each period’s realized demand realization
dt. Vector dT = (d1, . . . , dT ) stores all dt realizations by the end of period T . If
the DM only observes dT but not zT , then the problem is a standard repeated
newsvendor model.
10
• Customer Arrivals In each period, the DM also collects the number of
customers zt that arrive in period t. Such information can be obtained by
simply counting the number of transactions within a period or distinct order
numbers. Let vector zT = (z1, . . . , zT ) stores all zt realizations by the end of
period T .
• Boundary Information on Order Quantity In addition to the actual
observed data, the DM may also have some prior knowledge, BI, regard-
ing customer purchase behavior. We assume that BI = {w,w}, where
0 ≤ w ≤ Wt,k ≤ w represents the DM’s belief of the support of order quantity.
If the dataset stores customer arrivals with no purchase, then w = 0, otherwise,
w = 1 unless other lowerbound is assumed. Since BI only reflects DM’s
belief of order distribution, we do not require BI to match the exact bound
of the true distribution. However, BI must be consistent with the data, i.e.
ztw ≤ dt ≤ ztw for all t = 1, . . . , T . Finally, let BI0 = {w = 0, w = ∞} be
the non-informative boundary information indicating that DM does not have
any useful prior knowledge. We assume that the DM does not have any prior
knowledge besides dT , zT , and BI, nor does the DM assume any functional
form of the underlying distributions.
2.4 Choosing Newsvendor Quantity with General Distribu-
tion
For any given period, the compound random variable D has the following c.d.f.:
FD(d) =
∞∑
z=1
P{W1 + · · ·+Wz ≤ d|Z = z}P{Z = z} (2.4)
11
If the DM knows the values of P{Z} and P{W}, he can numerically derive FD(d)
using Equation (2.4). Based on the assumption that Z and Wk are independent,
P{Z} and P{W} can be estimated separately. In this model formulation, zT is
available to the DM. Without other prior knowledge on Zt, the best estimate for
P{Z}, in terms of relative entropy, is its empirical counterpart. In this sections,
we propose two approaches to estimate P{W}. To estimate the ϕ quantile of FD,
we evaluate Equation (2.4) by substituting P{Z} by its empirical counterparts,
and P{W} by its estimates from each approach. Let qj := P{Wt,k = j} be the
probability that a customer orders j units of product, and let q = (qw, . . . , qw) be the
probability mass function (p.m.f.) of Wt,k, both approaches start with investigating
feasible integer combinations given observed data of the compound process.
2.4.1 Integer Patterns under zT , dT , and BI
Although wt,k are not observed in dataset, the integer nature of dT and zT reveals
information regarding the feasible combinations of order quantities, while the low-
demand nature keeps the size of all combinations within a tractable amount. Order
quantities in period t must satisfy
∑zt
k=1 wt,k = dt and w ≤ wt,k ≤ w. For instance,
when zt = 1 and dt > 0, the only possibility is that all dt units are demanded by
a single customer, with wt,1 = dt. In general, there are fewer feasilbe combinations
when w − w is tighter. In order to represent all feasible combinations, we define
∆t :=
{
(wt,1, . . . , wt,zt)
∣∣∣∣ zt∑
k=1
wt,k = dt, w ≤ wt,1 ≤ · · · ≤ wt,k ≤ w,∀k = 1, . . . , zt
}
(2.5)
as the set that contains all feasilbe combinations of wt,k in period t, which are con-
sistent with zt, dt and BI. For instance, when d3 = (0, 3, 5), z3 = (1, 2, 3), and
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non-informative boundary information BI0, then the corresponding ∆’s are:
∆1 = {(0)}, ∆2 = {(0, 3), (1, 2)},
∆3 = {(0, 0, 5), (0, 1, 4), (0, 2, 3), (1, 1, 3), (1, 2, 2)}
(2.6)
Note that BI influences the outcome of ∆t significantly. For instance, if
BI = {w = 0, w = 3} instead of BI0, then (0, 0, 5) and (0, 1, 4) will be removed from
∆3. The ordering of wt,k is introduced to reduce redundant representations with the
same conditional probability under zt and q. For example, the unordered (0,1) and
(1, 0) have the same probability of q0q1 conditioned on zt and q. Let δ
∗
t ∈ ∆t denote
elements in ∆t, with superscript ∗ denoting that there can be multiple feasible
combinations in ∆t. δ
∗
t can be generated iteratively as follow: first, set a candidate
δ∗t to be an empty vector and initiate the iteration by setting the first order quantity
wt,1 to be w, . . . ,min{w, dt}. Then wt,2, . . . , wt,zt−1 are considered in turns, with each
wt,k ≥ wt,k−1. Similar to a branch and bound algorithm, feasibility check is performed
upon adding wt,k to an evolving δ
∗
t . Infeasible δ
∗
t s are removed from the iteration.
Eventually, wt,zt is set to be dt−
∑zt−1
k=1 wt,k. If wt,zt satisfies wt,zt−1 ≤ wt,zt ≤ w, then
a feasible δ∗t is added to the final ∆t output. The pseudo-code for generating ∆t is
as follow:
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Algorithm 1 Iteration for generating ∆t under dt, zt, and BI
1: procedure GenDelta(dt, zt, w, w)
2: Initiate ∆t ← {(w), (w + 1), . . . , (min{w, dt})}
3: for k ← 2 : zt do
4: for δ∗t ∈ ∆t do
5: ∆t ← ∆t \ {δ∗t }
6: if k < zt then
7: for w∗t,k ← wt,k−1 : min{w, dt − 1T δ} do
8: if w∗t,k ≤ (dt −
∑k−1
s=1 w
δ
t,s − w∗t,k)/(zt − k) ≤ w then
9: ∆t ← ∆t ∪ {(wδ1, . . . , wδk−1, w∗k)}
10: end if
11: end for
12: else if k = zt and w
δ
t,zt−1 ≤ dt − 1T δ ≤ w then
13: w∗k ← (dt − 1T δ)
14: ∆t ← ∆t ∪ {(wδ1, . . . , wδzt−1, w∗k)}
15: end if
16: end for
17: end for
18: Return ∆t.
19: end procedure
Let τ(δ) denote the number of unordered permutations of δ. In the example (2.6),
we have τ((0, 0, 5)) = 3 and τ((0, 2, 3)) = 6. For the general case, τ(δ∗t ) can be
obtained by a simple iteration (Appendix A). Let f(·) denote the mapping between
δ∗t and its permutations to the sum of their conditional probability (condition on zt).
Under p.m.f. q,
f(δ∗t |q, zt, BI) = τ(δ∗t )
zt∏
k=1
qwt,k (2.7)
Let g(·) be the mapping of ∆t to its conditional probability (also conditioned on
zt). g(∆t|q, zt, BI) is the sum of all f(δ∗t |q, zt, BI),
g(∆t|q, zt, BI) =
∑
δ∗t ∈∆t
f(δt|q, zt, BI) (2.8)
Using ∆t as a building block, we can define ΘdT ,zT ,BI = ∆1 × · · · ×∆T to denote
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the set of all combinations from period 1 up to T . Each element θ∗T ∈ ΘdT ,zT ,BI
represents combination possbilities θ∗T = (δ
∗
1, . . . , δ
∗
T ) and their permutations, with
probability
P{θ∗T |q, zT , BI} =
T∏
t=1
f(δ∗t |q, zt, BI) (2.9)
And the probability of all feasilbe combinations can be expressed by
P{ΘdT ,zT ,BI |q, zT , BI} =
∑
θ∗T∈ΘdT ,zT ,BI
P{θ∗T |q, zT , BI}
=
∑
θ∗T∈ΘdT ,zT ,BI
[
T∏
t=1
f(δ∗t |q, zT , BI)
]
=
T∏
t=1
[ ∑
δt∗∈∆t
f(δ∗t |q, zT , BI)
]
=
T∏
t=1
g(∆t|q, zt, BI)
(2.10)
Armed with the combinatorial structure and the capability of calculating
ΘdT ,zT ,BI , we propose two approaches to estimate q, from which we can also estimate
any quantile of Dt.
2.4.2 Approach I—–Maximum Likelihood Estimation
One intuitive way of estimating q is to use Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE)
and directly find the parameters that maximize the log-likelihood function of the
observed data. MLE is known for being the consistent estimator with the lowest
asymptotic mean squared error (Cramer-Rao lower bound) when sample size goes to
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infinity. In this case, the log-likelihood function sums over all feasilbe combinations,
i.e. log (P{ΘdT ,zT ,BI |q, zT , BI}). MLE solves the nonlinear optimization numerically
over the probability simplex {q|∑wj=w qj = 1, qj ≥ 0,∀j = w, . . . , w}.
max
q
log (P{ΘdT ,zT ,BI |q, zT , BI})
subject to
w∑
j=w
qj = 1
qj ≥ 0, ∀j = w, . . . , w
(2.11)
For instance, when d3 = (0, 3, 5), z3 = (1, 2, 3), and BI = {w = 0, w = 2}, we
have ∆1 = {(0)},∆2 = {(1, 2)},∆3 = {(1, 2, 2)} with corresponding τ(δ∗t ), Equation
(2.11) becomes
max
q
log(q0) + log(2q1q2) + log(3q1q
2
2)
subject to q1 + q2 + q3 = 1
qj ≥ 0, j = 1, 2, 3
Figure 2·1: MLE Solution for example above.
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Figure 2·1 shows the contour plot of the likelihood function (instead of the log-
likelihood function for better illustration) of the 3-period example above. Sequential
Least Squares Programming Algorithm (SLSQP) is used to numerically solve the
non-linear programming problem in Equation (2.11) with multiple start points to
avoid being trapped in local maxima. Due to the equality constraint, the actual
dimensionality of the non-linear programming is w − w, with the last dimension
expressed as qw = 1−
∑w−1
j=w qj).
Although the log-likelihood and likelihood functions seem to be concave in the
above example, it is not necessarily always true. In fact, we can construct a simple
2-period example with the same BI = {w = 0, w = 2} whose objective function is
not concave in the probability simplex. For instance, let d2 = (0, 2), and z2 = (1, 3),
the contour plot of the likelihood function is shown in Figure 2·2.
Figure 2·2: Example showing that likelihood function of MLE is not necessarily con-
cave.
For given dT and zT , the MLE approach finds q
MLE that maximizes the
probability of observing the data by solving Equation (2.11). To obtain an estimate
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of FD, the MLE evaluates Equation (2.4) by substituting P{W = w} with qMLEw and
P{Z = z} with its empirical counterparts. Let FˆMLED denote the estimated c.d.f. by
the MLE. yMLE is obtained by taking the ϕ quantile of FˆMLED .
2.4.3 Approach II—–Metropolis-Hastings Sampler
The second approach takes a Bayesian view of the problem and generates a posterior
distribution after observing dT and zT , achieved by the Metropolis-Hastings (MH)
sampler. MH sampler is a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method that gener-
ates a multidimensional random samples X(1),X(2), . . . , whose distribution converges
to a full joint distribution pi(x). It was first proposed by Metropolis et al. (1953)
in statistical physics and later generalized by Hastings (1970) to accommodate gen-
eral applications. By carefully constructing a time-reversible Markov chain, the MH
sampler is often used to simulate distributions that are hard to sample directly (see
Chib and Greenberg, 1995). The MH sampler has three components: (1) a proposal
probability φ(x(i−1),xcand) that generates a candidate sample xcand given a previously
generated sample x(i−1); (2) an acceptance function α
(
x(i−1),xcand
)
that sets a prob-
ability threshold with which the candidate sample will be accepted or rejected, based
on both the proposal probability and the desired full joint distribution pi(x). The
general MH sampler has an acceptance function:
α(x(i−1),xcand) =

min
{
1,
φ(xcand,x(i−1))pi(xcand)
φ(x(i−1),xcand)pi(x(i−1))
}
, if φ(x(i−1),xcand)pi(x(i−1)) > 0
1 , if φ(x(i−1),xcand)pi(x(i−1)) = 0
(2.12)
(3) a random decision to accept candidate sample, with probability
α(x(i−1),xcand), or reject it with probability 1 − α(xcand,x(i−1)). In the case of
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estimating order quantities, the p.m.f. of order quantity q is the state of interest.
We use MH sampler to generate samples from the posterior distribution of q after
observing dT and zT . The boundary information BI is an optional input.
Proposal Probability To implement MH Sampling efficiently, the proposal prob-
ability should be carefully choosen so that the state space can be efficiently ex-
plored with finite number of samples, and the rejection rate 1 − α (x(i−1),xcand)
should be low to save computational efficiency. Many proposal probabilities have
been proposed in the literature. Three of them are commonly used—–Symmetric
Probabilities, Indepedence Chain, and Gibbs Sampler. Symmetric Probabilities, or
often referred as the Metropolis Update, uses a symmetric proposal probability
φ(x(i−1),xcand) = φ(xcand,x(i−1)). The symmetry of the proposal probability removes
its calculation from the acceptance function since they appear in both the nominator
and demoninator in Equation (2.12). A well-known example of such probability is the
Random Walk, in which xcand = x(i−1) + e. To arrange the symmetry property, e is
chosen to be stochastically independent of x(i−1) and has a symmetrical distribution
around 0. Normal distributions with zero mean and symmetic uniform distribu-
tions about zero are often selected in this group (see Metropolis et al., 1953; Mu¨ller,
1991; Hastings, 1970). Independence chain applies φ
(
x(i−1),xcand
)
= φIC(x
cand),
where xcand is drawn from a distribution φIC(·), which is independent of x(i−1). (see
Hastings, 1970; Tierney, 1994). Gibbs sampler, as a special case of MH sampler, is
proposed by Geman and Geman (1987) and uses the conditional joint distribution of
one component given the rest of the components. As a result, Gibbs Sampler requires
the capability to sample from the conditional joint distribution, which is not met
in this problem setting. One motivating approach is the “Hit-and-Run” Algorithm
(see Be´lisle et al., 1993; Geman and Geman, 1987), in which a random direction is
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generated and a random point is chosen along the direction. Hit-and-Run is often
used to generate samples when the state space is bounded. Since q is bounded by
the probability simplex, we use the following two proposal distribution to generate
candidates—–φIC(q) for independence chain (IC) and φMHR(q
(i−1),qcand) for Modi-
fied Hit-And-Run (MHR):
• φIC(qcand) Generates a sample from the Dirichlet distribution with shape pa-
rameter 1, in which each candidate point is selected with probability B(1) =
1/Γ(w − w + 1) = 1/(w − w)!. It is equivalent to sampling the probability
simplex uniformly.
• φMHR
(
q(i−1),qcand
)
Generates qcand based on q(i−1). In each iteration, two
indices i and j, where w ≤ i < j ≤ w are randomly picked. Meanwhile,
a random number V is drawn from Unif (0, 1). The candidate state qcand is
generated by redistributing probabilities between the chosen indices according
to V , while keeping other components in q unchanged, or formally,
qcandi = V (q
(i−1)
i + q
(i−1)
j )
qcandj = (1− V )(q(i−1)i + q(i−1)j )
qcandk = q
(i−1)
k , ∀k 6= i, j
(2.13)
Instead of choosing a direction along one of the dimensions in the clas-
sical “Hit-and-Run”, we choose a direction parrallel to an “edge” of the
probability simplex. Due to the symmetry of V , φMHR is also symmetric,
φMHR(q
(i−1),qcand) = φMHR(qcand,q(i−1)). Figure 2·3 shows how candidate q
moves along the three-dimensional probability simplex under φMHR.
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Figure 2·3: Candidate q moves in the three-dimensional probability simplex: in the
first iteration, i = 0, and j = 2 are chosen, and in the second iteration, i = 1, and
j = 2 are chosen.
Full Joint Distribution We want to simulate samples that follow the posterior
distribution of q given observed data, dT , zT and BI. Let piT (q) be the full joint
distribution we want to simulate after observing T periods of data, we have piT (q) ≡
p(q|dT , zT , BI). Let p(q) be a prior of q, we have
piT (q) ∝ P (ΘdT ,zT ,BI |q, zT )p(q) (2.14)
Acceptance Function Based on the above proposal probabilities and full joint
distribution, we have the acceptance function using φS, S ∈ {IC,MHR} after T
periods as:
αS,T (q
(i−1),qcand) = min
{
1,
φS
(
qcand,q(i−1)
)
piT
(
qcand
)
φS (q(i−1),qcand)piT (q(i−1))
}
(2.15)
Note that φS
(
q(i−1),qcand
)
= φS
(
qcand,q(i−1)
)
for both transition probabilities.
Thus, for either proposal probability, we have the same acceptance function:
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αT (q
(i−1),qcand) = min
{
1,
piT (q
cand)
piT (q(i−1))
}
= min
{
1,
P (ΘdT ,zT ,BI |qcand, zT )p(qcand)
P (ΘdT ,zT ,BI |q(i−1), zT )p(q(i−1))
} (2.16)
For each sample in the posterior distribution, a ϕ quantile of Dt can be calculated
by Equation (2.4), with P{Zt = zt} substituted by its empirical counterpart Pˆ{Zt =
i} = 1
T
∑T
t=1 I[zt=i]. Let y = h(q, ϕ; zT ) be the mapping from q to a ϕ quantile of
under Pˆ{Zt = i}, M be the number of samples generated, the pseudo-code of the
MH sampler is described as follow:
Algorithm 2 MH Sampler for ΘdT ,zT ,BI
1: procedure MH Sampling(dT , zT , BI, φS, p(q), ϕ, q
0, M)
2: Initiate Υ← {}
3: Generate ΘdT ,zT ,BI
4: for m← 1 : M do
5: (i) qcand ← φS(qcand|q(i−1))
6: (ii) Calculate αT (q
(m−1),qcand) with Equation (2.16)
7: (iii) Generate U from Uniform(0,1)
8: if U < αT (q
(m−1),qcand) then
9: Set q(m) ← qcand.
10: else
11: Set q(m) ← q(m−1).
12: end if
13: (iv) Calculate y(m) = h(q(m), ϕ; zT )
14: Add new sample Υ← Υ ∪ {y(m)}
15: end for
16: Return yMH = 1
M
∑M
m=1 y
(m).
17: end procedure
We first show the convergence properties of the MH sampler and then the
intuition behind MH sampler in setting inventory target.
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2.4.4 Convergence of the Metropolis-Hastings Sampler
Let KS(·, ·) denote the transition kernel of the MH sampler, we now show that the
constructed MH sampler converges to the posterior distribution of Wt,k. Proofs of
lemma and theorem are included in Appendix chapter B and chapter C.
Lemma 1. (i) Proprosal probability φIC and φMHR form irreducible and aperiodic
Markov Chains on the probability simplex. (ii) For history of finite length T , the
Metropolis-Hastings sampler with proposal distribution φIC, φMHR, and acceptance
function αT is piT -irreducible and aperiodic.
Remark 1. In order to show that the designed MH sampler converges to the desired
full joint distribution, we need to show that its transition kernel is piT -irreducible.
However, the irredicibility and aperiodicity of φS on the probability simplex is not
enough. Roberts and Smith (1994) has shown a counterexample where the transition
kernel is pi-irreducible over a bigger domain but the corresponding MH sampler is not.
Lemma 1 shows that φIC and φMHR are actually both piT -irreducible and aperiodic,
which guarantees its convergence to piT .
Theorem 1. For history of finite length T , (i) the MH sampler with proposal dis-
tribution φIC, φMHR, and acceptance function αT has an invariant distribution piT ,
and
1
M
M∑
m=1
h
(
q(m), ϕ; zT
) a.s.→ ∫ h(q, ϕ; zT )piT (q)dq (2.17)
(ii) the MH sampler with independence chain is uniformly ergodic on the probability
simplex, i.e.
||KmS (q, ·)− piT (·)|| ≤ r(m) (2.18)
where || · || is the total variation norm, and r(m) → 0 as m → ∞. (see Mengersen
et al., 1996, Thm 1.3)
Remark 2. Roberts and Smith (1994) shows that if the transition kernel of a MH
sampler is pi-irreducible (pi, a general target joint distribution) and aperiodic on the
domain, then the Markov chain of the MH sampler converges to pi. In addition,
Mengersen et al. (1996) shows that when proposal distribution is an independence
chain, the convergence is uniform for any state, i.e. the distance between a m-step
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transition and pi are bounded by a decreasing function that is independent of the initial
state. Unfortunately, Mengersen et al. (1996) also shows that such uniform ergodicity
does not hold for a symmetric proposal distribution. We show the performance of
φIC and φMHR through numerical examples.
2.4.5 MLE vs. MH Sampler
Despite that MLE and MH sampler both take advantage of the integer characteristic
of the problem, they take different routes towards the problem. The MLE approach
assumes that there is a true distribution and its parameters, in this case q, can be
estimated by maximizing the log-likelihood function. As a result, MLE reduces some
qj to zero in order to maximize the log-likelihood function. The MH sampler, as
a way to simulate the posterior distribution, almost never assigns zero probability
to a point in the probability simplex unless the prior is zero. With more data
observed, the posterior probability for unlikely events diminishes to zero, as samples
in its neighborhood region are accepted with smaller chances. When the prior is
uniform, all points in the probability simplex remain positive in the posterior, and
are considered when taking numerical convolution in estimating the ϕ quantile.
Figure 2·4: MH samples from posterior distribution as more periods with dt = 2 and
zt = 1 are observed.
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Consider a case where d3 = (4, 2, 2) and zT = (2, 1, 1), and BI = {w = 1, w = 3}.
It does not matter how many periods with dt = 2, zt = 1 are observed, MLE always
assigns probability 1 to q2 since it maximizes the log-likelihood function. Meanwhile,
MH sampler keeps q3 > 0 and gradually updates its belief if more periods with dt = 2
and zt = 1 are observed. Figure 2·4 shows the MH samples as observations evolves.
2.5 Numerical Experiment
2.5.1 Study Design
The performance of MLE and MH sampler is demonstrated through a numerical
experiment on synthetic data. The true distributions for Zt and Wt,k are each from
one of five types: Uniform, Increasing, Decreasing, Normal-like, and U-shape. All
distributions have left support of 0 and right support of 4, with different probabilities
given to each outcome. Table 2.1 shows the probability for each test case. The
compound random variables forms 25 different distributions for Dt, with mean range
from 1.2 to 8.4, coefficient of variation range from 0.5 to 1.5, skewness range from
-0.3 to 1.7, and kurtosis range from 1.6 to 5.9. Table D.1 shows the detail moment
information for each test case.
Probability
r.v. 0 1 2 3 4
Uniform 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20
Increasing 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.26 0.42
Decreasing 0.42 0.26 0.15 0.10 0.05
Normal-like 0.09 0.18 0.45 0.18 0.09
U-shape 0.33 0.13 0.07 0.13 0.33
Table 2.1: Five types of distribution used in generating a synthetic dataset
For each combination of (Arrival Process, Order Distribution), 40 sample paths
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are simulated. The length of each sample path is set at 12 periods to resemble a
typical three-month or a year-long history (depending whether weekly or monthly
observations are used). In the experiment, each alogrithm takes in the same sample
path as input and calculates inventory target correpsonding to ϕ-quantile. The
length of observed history vary among {4, 6, 8, 10, 12}, representing typical number
of observations under a data-scarce environment. Target service level ϕ is chosen
from {90%, 95%, 98%, 99%, 99.5%} to reflect high service requirements. MLE, MH
sampler, and benchmark algorithms receive input from the same sample path and
each prescribes a inventory target. We measure their performance by the Optimality
Cost Gap (OCG), calculated by OCG = (CD(y
alg;ϕ) − CD(y∗;ϕ))/CD(y∗;ϕ), in
which y∗ is the optimal newsvendor quantity under the true distribution FD.
Benchmark Algorithms In comparison, we include five benchmark algorithms:
four approaches based on periodic demand history only (two parametric, two non-
parametric), and the other one takes full empirical distribution function (e.d.f.) of
both Zt and Wt,k assuming that the DM has access to more granular data. The
benchmark agorithms are:
• Poisson: yPoisson = inf{y;∑yk=0 λˆk!e−λˆ ≥ ϕ}, where λˆ is the sample mean.
• Normal : yNormal = µˆ+ Φ−1(ϕ)σˆ, where µˆ and σˆ are estimates from dT , and Φ
is the c.d.f. of a standard normal distribution.
• SAA: ySAA = Fˆ−1D (ϕ), where FˆD is the empirical distribution of dT
• Max Approach: yMax = max{dt}
• Full Empirical Distribution (FED): yFED = F˜−1D (ϕ), where F˜D is the emprirical
counterpart of Equation (2.4).
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ySAA is the well-known approach by Kleywegt et al. (2002) and is guaranteed to
converge to y∗ in the long run for any given ϕ. yMax resembles a “naive” reaction
when observations are limited but the desired service target is high, under which
the DM simply stock up to the highest demand observation in history. yMax is an
unbiased estimate of the right support for D and should be fairly close to the true
ϕ quantile when demand is right bounded and ϕ is close to 1. yNormal and yPoisson
are the two most commonly used parametric assumptions in practice. yFED assumes
that the DM can observes not only zt, but also wt,k. The DM can obtain both
e.d.f. of arrival process and order distributions. yFED is set to at ϕ quantile of the
outcome distribution derived by numerically convolving e.d.f. of Zt and Wt,k. The
independence of Zt and Wt,k ensures that y
FED converges to y∗ in the long run for
any given ϕ. We first show the comparison of average OCG between all benchmark
algorithms and proposed algorithms with different bounds.
For MLE and MH sampler, the input boundary information are BI1 =
{0, 4}, BI2 = {0, 6}, and BI3 = {0, 8}. BI1 is the tight bound, representing that
the DM knows the accurate right support. BI2 relaxes the right support by 50%,
representing the DM’s less accurate knowledge of the right support, and BI3 relaxes
the right support by 100%, representing a lack of customer knowledge. We also in-
clude a self-regulating BISR, where w = 0 and w = maxt
{⌈
dt
zt
⌉
,
⌈
γ
∑
dt∑
zt
⌉}
. The
first part of the w in self-regulating bounds is the consistency requirement, in which
ztw ≥ dt must satisfy for all t. The second part is a multiplier of average order
size, constraining that even the most extraordinary orders should be within certain
bound of the average population. For the sake of a fair comparison, the MH sampler
applies a non-informative prior, i.e. assuming all q are uniformly distributed in the
probability simplex. Length of simulation M is chosen from {2, 500, 5, 000, 10, 000}.
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2.5.2 Results for Numerical Experiment
Average Performance Figure 2·5 shows the mean and standard deviation of OCG
between the best of benchmark results based on dT only, MLE, and MH sampler with
tight bound (w = 0, w = 4). The figure shows the case when target service level is
98%, in which MH sampler with tight bounds outperform all benchmark algorithms
by a significant margin for all tested T . Table 2.2 shows that MH sampler even
outperforms FED by a non-trivial margin. The OCG gap between MH sampler and
FED is about ∼ 36% for T = 4 and decreases to ∼ 5% for T = 12. Note that the DM
actually observes quantity in each order in FED, this shows that the DM can benefit
from slight “relax” observations. MLE also outperforms all benchmark algorithms in
the numerical tests, with average OCG very close to FED. Moreover, MH sampler
with tight bounds shows a more stable performance, achieving the lowest standard
deviation OCG. In fact, the performance gap and stability rank between MLE, MH
sampler, and benchmark algorithms is consistent for all tested service requirement.
Detailed averages and standard deviations of OCG for all test cases are reported in
Appendix E.
Figure 2·5: Average Optimality Gap between MLE and MH with tight bounds and
benchmarks when service requirement is 98%
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Par. Alg Non-Par. Alg
MLE
MH
FED
SL T Poisson Normal Max SAA φIC φMHR
98%
4 164.7% 135.6% 228.6% 228.6% 104.3% 62.7% 62.8% 98.8%
6 126.6% 80.9% 134.8% 134.9% 60.9% 36.6% 36.7% 49.4%
8 115.6% 62.1% 95.2% 95.1% 36.5% 20.6% 20.7% 31.3%
10 105.9% 47.9% 69.5% 69.6% 25.9% 15.5% 15.6% 20.4%
12 99.1% 36.5% 49.8% 49.9% 18.8% 10.9% 11.3% 15.1%
Table 2.2: Average Optimality Gap between MLE and MH with tight bounds and
benchmarks when service requirement is 98%.
When service requirement is high, over-estimation is prefered to under-estimation
since one lost sale costs much more than one unit of exceded inventory. Neverthelsss,
it is hard for any algorithm to detect a small chance event with such limited data.
For instance, to observe a demand realization within the top 5% quantile, it takes 20
periods on average. The probability of observing such dt within a 6 period dT is about
30%, and drops to 6% if the service requirement rises to 99%. The pure data-driven
algorithm SAA is limited by actual history and never prescribes inventory targets
higher than the maximum among past observations. Parametric algorithms, despite
that they may prescribe inventory targets higher than observations, rely on the
similarity between assumed demand and the true distribution. Since most test cases
have a heavier tail than Poisson, under-estimation is more likely to happen. Table
2.3 shows the percentage of under-estimation, optimality, and over-estimation for all
benchmark algorithms when target service level is 98%. Table for other tested service
requirements is included in Appendix E Table E.3. When more data is observed,
all benchmark algorithms except for Poisson show decrease in under-estimation,
increase in over-estimation, as well as increase in the number of cases where yalg = y∗.
On the other hand, MLE and MH sampler demonstrate a very different behavior.
Even for high service level as 98%, both MLE and MH sampler present higher
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Par. Alg Non-Par. Alg Full
SL T Poisson Normal MaxApp SAA Emp. Dist.
98%
4 80.3/8.7/11.0 66.5/10.3/23.2 89.4/6.7/3.9 89.4/6.7/3.9 58.1/15.6/26.3
6 82.0/8.4/9.6 61.8/13.4/24.8 82.7/10.2/7.1 82.7/10.3/7.0 49.7/19.1/31.2
8 84.7/8.6/6.7 61.0/12.2/26.8 77.5/12.5/10.0 77.8/12.3/9.9 46.3/22.3/31.4
10 85.3/9.7/5.0 59.7/14.8/25.5 73.2/14.6/12.2 74.5/14.3/11.2 44.5/25.3/30.2
12 87.1/7.9/5.0 57.9/17.1/25.0 68.7/17.0/14.3 70.4/17/12.6 41.2/29.6/29.2
Table 2.3: Percentage of Underestimation/Optimality/Overestimation of each bench-
mark algorithm for the 98% quantile.
chances of obtaining the newsvendor quantity of the true distribution. The major
performance difference between MLE and MH is that, although both algorithms
exploit the combination structure beneath dT and zT , MLE tends to allocate weights
to certain qj with low j. Since larger orders are less prevalent in ΘdT ,zT ,BI , MLE
tends to “ignore” δt by driving correpsonding qj for higher j to zero. In contrast,
the MH sampler keeps all possibilities unless that there is strong evidence from data
indicating that large orders are unlikely. Thus, MH has a stronger tendency to
over-estimate, which results in more conservative inventory targets. Table 2.4 shows
the results for MLE and MH sampler with tight bounds and M = 10, 000. The
proposal distribution used in the MH sampler does not influene the outcome since
they both generate samples from the same posterior distribution.
BI = {w = 0, w = 4}
SL T MLE MH-IC MH-MHR
0.98
4 62.6/11.3/24.8 46.5/14.2/38 46.2/14.4/38.1
6 54.4/16.8/28.6 38.9/18.3/42.6 39.1/18.3/42.4
8 51.6/19.7/28.5 34.5/21.5/43.8 34.9/21.1/43.8
10 49.8/22.0/28.2 32.8/23.2/44.0 32.4/23.2/44.4
12 46.8/24.1/29.1 28.6/26.3/45.1 29.7/24.7/45.6
Table 2.4: Percentage of Underestimation/Optimality/Overestimation of MLE, MH-
IC, and MH-MHR with tight bounds for the 98% quantile.
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Sensitivity of Boundary Information The tightness of bounds measures the DM’s
knowledge on order distribution. MLE is insensitive to the boundary information
since it searches for the local maximum. Consider the case where the DM may
hold two different boundary information, BI = {w,w} and BI ′ = {w,w + 1}. As
long as both BI are consistent with data, the MLE solution for q is less likely to
change unless the extra δ added to ΘdT ,zT ,BI′ significantly alters the expression of
Equation (2.10). The tightness of bound has a greater impact on MH sampler,
which requires more data to obtain a tight posterior distribution. The self-regulating
bounds, on the other hand, efficiently fix the impact of loose bounds as long as
γ is chosen reasonably. Figure 2·6 shows the average optimality cost gap of MLE
and MH sampler under bounds with different tightness. For service requirement of
98%, the MLE solutions with different bounds are within 1.4% in terms of average
OCG between the best and worst performance. Most MH samplers outperform best
benchmark algorithms for 98% service requirement, except for the one with 200%
bounds. The lower the service requirement, the smaller gap between MH sampler and
benchmark algorithms. MH sampler with self-regulating bounds outperforms FED
in most cases when service requirement is greater than or equal to 95%. Detailed
numerical results are shown in Appendix E.
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Figure 2·6: Sensitivity of Bounds for MLE and MH when target service level is 98%,
γ = 2 for MH-IC sampler with self-regulating upper bounds.
Acceptance Rate of and Covergence Rate of MH Sampler Despite the fact that in-
dependence chain and modified hit-and-run simulate samples from the same posterior
distribution, both have trade-offs in computation. In each iteration, φIC generates
a candidate q from a Dirichlet distribution, which is independent from the previous
sample. It explores the probability simplex more evenly at the cost of recalculating
Equation (2.10) entirely in every iteration. When actual demand is higher, such com-
putational burden can grow exponentially. φMHR, in contrast, only alters values pi
and pj in each iteration, and the conditional probability f(δ
∗
t ) remain unchanged if δ
∗
t
does not involve wt,k = i nor wt,k = j. So computation of P{ΘdT ,zT ,BI |qcand, zT )} can
be reduced by keeping some of f(δ∗t ) unchanged. Samples generated by MH-MHR
have higher correlations and tend to have higher acceptance rates. But the sampler
should also run for more iterations for a more stationary distribution. The accep-
tance rate also decreases for both proposal distributions when more data is available.
Table 2.5 shows the acceptance rate of MH-IC and MH-MHR in an example test case.
Figure 2·7 shows the distribution of y as longer simulations are run. For most test
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cases generated in the numerical experiment, MH-IC converges faster than MH-MHR.
5,000 runs often result in a satisfactory stationarity of simulated y.
Figure 2·7: Distribution of yMH−IC and yMH−MHR under different number of itera-
tions.
w 4 6 8
T MH-IC MH-MHR MH-IC MH-MHR MH-IC MH-MHR
4 0.36 0.56 0.36 0.62 0.31 0.62
6 0.28 0.45 0.26 0.50 0.20 0.50
8 0.23 0.36 0.19 0.41 0.14 0.41
10 0.19 0.28 0.15 0.32 0.10 0.33
12 0.16 0.21 0.12 0.25 0.07 0.25
Table 2.5: Acceptance of an example test case, showing that MH-MHR has a higher
acceptance rate than MH-IC.
2.6 Conclusion
Firms often have to make inventory decisions under limited data. Although plenty
of recent work has focused on the limiting behavior of non-parametric models, the
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performance is often not satisfactory when demand history is short and desired
service level is high.
In this paper, we model demand as a compound random variable instead of
a single random variable in order to extract more information from the limited
demand history. The data on customer arrivals enables us to generate all feasilbe
combinations within prior bound information. Based on this, we propose two
approaches, MLE and Metropolis-Hastings sampler, that take advantage of such
information and set inventory targets. Compared parametric and non-parametric
approaches that based on periodic demand only, MLE and Metropolis-Hastings
sampler have superior performance regarding the closeness to the true optimal.
Metropolis-Hastings sampler even achieves lower optimality cost gap when compared
against the case where the decision maker observes order details and uses it to
construct empirical distributions. The numerical investigation also shows that the
Metropolis-Hastings sampler considered is more sensitive to the input boundary
information, which can be improved by applying a self-regulating bound.
To sum up, setting inventory targets is challenging when available data is limited,
demand is low and desired service target is high. In those cases, slight over-estimation
usually result in lower cost. However, the magintude of overestimation should be
controlled. The two proposed approaches can improve inventory performance by
including observations on customer arrivals, which can be collected at a fairly low
cost. We hope to apply those approahes in other settings in future work.
Chapter 3
Set Inventory Targets for Low-Demand
SKUs with Integer Pattern Sampling
Heuristic
3.1 Problem Description
In this study, we collaborate with a major biotechnology company, Company M,
which owns more than one hundred brands and manages a global supply chain
network. We study the operation at one of its regional distribution centers, the
W facility, for delivering reagents products (one of Company M’s major product
families), and help set inventory targets for low-demand Stock Keeping Units
(SKUs), based on very limited data. All names and numbers are disguised for
company confidentiality
Company M’s supply chain for delivering reagents can be modeled as a three-
echelon network: manufacturing sites receive raw materials and convert them into
finished goods (FG), which are labelled as “bulk SKUs” and stored at central
warehouses. There are two types of bulk SKUs: regular bulk SKUs and specialty
bulk SKUs. Regular bulk SKUs are stored in larger containers, e.g. 60-gallon barrels.
These regular bulk SKUs are then shipped to regional distribution centers where
they are repacked to become catalog SKU. Catalog SKUs are the finished good
products in sizes, e.g. 5 ml containers, for fulfilling customer orders. Such repacking
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at downstream locations is common in practice for the purpose of reducing shipping
cost. Special bulk SKUs are finished goods that are already in the size of catalog
SKUs, and can fulfill customer orders directly. At the W facility, the only processing
activities consist of receiving, repacking and outbound shipping.
Among all SKUs stocked at the W facility, approximately 75% of the saleable
SKUs are repacked from regular bulk SKUs, with the remained being special bulk
SKUs. The W facility attempts to manage all catalog SKUs as make to stock
with sufficient inventory to immediately satisfy customer orders from inventory.
If there is not sufficient on-hand inventory for a catalog SKU order, it triggers
a work order to repack corresponding regular bulk SKU into the required sizes.
The actual repacking task requires a worker to locate the regular bulk SKUs on
the rack and manually repack the catalog SKU at a work station. Depending on
the actual category of SKU (harzardous vs. non-hazardous), scheduling, and work
station availability, a repack order often requires a lead time between one to two
days. When the required bulk SKU is not available, the inventory manager receives
a backlog notification indicating that a procurement order should be placed on
upstream suppliers, the lead time of which varies by source. Figure 3.1 shows the
repacking process in practice. At the W facility, the prefix “bulk” is a relative
term and does not necessarily indicate a large container. A regular bulk SKU can
be stored in a bottle no larger than 300 ml if the corresponding catalog SKUs are
packed in 5 or 10 ml containers. It may also be stored in 60-gallon barrels if catalog
sizes are measured in quarts or gallons. In general, most SKUs at the W facility
do not occupy a large space, yet the facility does hold a large number of distinct SKUs.
The W facility strives to reach a guaranteed same day shipping promise, with
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Figure 3·1: Repacking process at Company M’s W facility. Repacking lead time for
varies between 24-48 hours. Procurement lead times are longer depending on specific
sources.
service level measured by the portion of customer orders shipped on the same day
as orders arrive. Taking into consideration that lead time for repacking can take up
to 48 hours, the service requirement is unlikely to be met when there is not enough
catalog SKU inventory. Moreover, when the W facility does not hold enough bulk
SKU inventory, the fulfillment time can be drastically extended due to the wait for
replenishment. The target service level was above 95% at the W facility, and room
for improvement exists.
On a regular work day, the inventory manager at the W facility goes through
the backlog list of bulk and catalog SKUs, and manually places both repacking and
procurement orders. Given bandwith of the inventory manager, she can process
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several hundred orders on a single day. During busy seasons, this seldom clears
backlog list entirely. Prior to this project, the quantity of work and procurement
orders were based on a mixture of inventory manager’s intuition, subjective demand
forecasts, and practical constraints like minimum order quantity and shipping sizes
for bulk SKUs. Inventory manager lacked any formal guidelines regarding how many
units to repack or procure proactively to keep inventory at a reasonable level to meet
future demand.
The existing repacking process also makes it difficult to efficiently schedule.
During busy periods, there are not enough labor nor work stations to repack
and ship customer orders; yet those resources are under-utilized when demand
is low. Such inbalance adds to the waiting time during high-demand periods,
and squanders hours available at work stations during low-demand periods. The
inventory manager believes that, under an ideal inventory policy, customer orders are
fulfilled from on-hand inventory, and inventory levels are maintained in a proactive
manner. For most of special bulk and catalog SKUs, the procurement and repacking
should happen at the monthly level, while fast-moving SKUs should be managed
more frequently. However, since there was no systematic rules for setting inventory
levels at the W facility, such proactive management was not possible at the W facility.
3.1.1 Challenges at the W Facility
Despite the fact that Company M has widely implemented a Reorder Point (ROP)
model at its facilities by fitting a normal distribution using a SKU’s trailing 52
weeks of demand data, there are two major challenges at the W facility that prevent
a direct usage of the Normal Approach. First, the data collected at the W facility
was very limited: they consist of the previous six months of sales at the monthly
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level, and the total number of orders for that SKU over the same horizon. The
first piece of data has 6 observations for each saleable SKU, while the second piece
has only 1 observation. This creates the challenge that, with such limited data, no
distribution can fit with confidence, and the Normal Approach only works well when
the true underlying distribution has a shape similar to a normal curve. Second, most
catalog SKUs are slow-moving products, which also makes it hard to fit a continuous
distribution.
The goal of this study is to set reference inventory targets, for saleable SKUs
and regular bulk SKUs, so that whenever the on-hand inventory level of a SKU is
less than its targets, a reminder can be sent to the inventory manager so that work
and procurement orders can be placed in a proactive manner when idle work station
and labor is available. With better knowledge of how many units should be held in
stock, the inventory manager can smooth labor scheduling, increase work stations
utilization, and achieve a higher service level.
The limited data availability and high service requirement create several chal-
lenges regarding whether a parametric or a non-parametric model should be used.
Parametric models for discrete time intervals assume that periodic demand follows
a specific type of distribution, e.g. normal, Poisson, or belongs to some family of
distribution, e.g. exponential, or lognormal. Parameters in those models are either
estimated statistically or in a Bayesian fashion (Scarf, 1957, 1959; Azoury, 1985;
Akcay et al., 2011). When a demand process consists of both order arrivals and order
quantity, it can be modeled as a compound random process. Feeney and Sherbrooke
(1966) consider the steady state probability for the number of units in resupply under
a compound Poisson process; Sherbrooke (1968) considers a base-depot system, also
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using a compound Poisson process, with its mean estimated by a Bayesian procedure.
Nevertheless, at the W facility, the available data is not enough to support the
compound Poisson assumption, which prevents a direct implementation of those
results. Even if the assumption holds, the inventory manager still lacks knowledge of
the order arrival and order quantity distribution to estimate required parameters.
Meanwhile, there is increasing interest in models that only require partial
knowledge of demand or only estimate an empirical distribution from observed
data. For instance, Bookbinder and Lordahl (1989) apply the bootstrap approach to
estimate quantiles of lead time demand and variance of estimation, and show that
such approach is preferred when the true underlying distribution is not standard.
Godfrey and Powell (2001) develop a technique called Concave, Adaptive Value
Estimation (CAVE) that approximates the value function by piece-wise functions.
Kleywegt et al. (2002) proposed the framework of Sample Average Approximation,
which solves the sample path counterpart of a stochastic optimization problem.
Levi et al. (2007, 2015) show the bounds on the number of required samples for an
arbitrarily close solution to the true optimalities in a repeated newsvendor setting.
For the decision problem at the W facility, two practical reasons prevent us from
directly implementing one of the existing non-parametric models. First, they usually
require a large amount of data when the desired service level is high. The desired
service level in our problem is above 95% while the available dataset is very small.
The other reason is that, to the author’s best knowledge, almost all non-parametric
models assume demand to be a single random variable. This does not raise any
theoretical issue since it can depict the outcome of any demand distribution as long
as there is enough data. But it also neglects potential information from order arrivals
since it is not part of the distribution. In this case, it means that one of the seven
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data points is discarded, and the information contained is lost. In this paper, we
model demand as a compound process and propose a new solution called Integer
Pattern Sampling (IPS ) that sets inventory targets for the slow-moving SKUs at the
W facility, with no parametric assumption on either the order arrivals or the order
quantity.
3.2 Integer Pattern Sampling (IPS) Solution for Setting In-
ventory Targets
The problem at the W facility can be abstracted as follows: for a single SKU, the
inventory manager only observes T periods of realized demand dT = (d1, . . . , dT ), as
well as the total number of orders z˜ over the same time interval. In each period t,
zt orders arrive with the k-th order requesting wt,k units of the product. However,
neither zt nor wt,k are known to the inventory manager. The goal is to come up
with an inventory target based only on available information that covers a high ϕ
(ϕ ≥ 95% ) quantile of demand uncertainty (Type I service level). We also assume
that the inventory targets are not capacitated since space is not a binding constraint
at the W facility.
Despite the seemingly limited amount of data available, it is worth noting that
each order consists of strictly positive integer units, which reveals possible order
arrivals and quantities. Consider 4 period dataset where d4 = (0, 1, 2, 3), z˜ = 4, and
there is no limit on how many units can there be in a single order. Constrained by
the fact that each recorded order has to contain at least 1 unit, it can be derived
immediately that there is only 1 order in period 2, since only one unit is requested.
For the remaining two periods, there are two possbilities: if period 3 only has one
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order, then the remaining two orders are in period 4, with order quantity 1 and 2,
respectively. If there are two orders in period 3, then each of them must only contains
1 unit, and period 4 has one order of 3 units. This example shows that, combining
periodic demand and order arrival information allows us to infer all possibilities from
the limited demand data.
In this section, we develop a solution named Integer Pattern Sampling (IPS) to
take advantage of the discrete nature of the demand process and sets inventory targets
for high service requirements under limited observations. To denote those integer
patterns, we introduce the notation θ = (zθ,wθ) to represent a feasible combination
of order arrivals and quantities, where zθ = (zθ1 , . . . , z
θ
T ) denotes number of orders in
each period, and wθ = (wθ1,1, . . . , w
θ
T,zT
) denotes all order quantities. In the example
above, we have three different θ:
θ zθ wθ
θ1 (0, 1, 2, 1) (1, 1, 1, 3)
θ2 (0, 1, 1, 2) (1, 2, 1, 2)
θ3 (0, 1, 1, 2) (1, 2, 2, 1)
Let Θ = {θ|θ = (zθ,wθ),1Tzθ = z˜,∑ztk=1wθt,k = dt,∀t = 1, 2, . . . , T, zθt ∈ Z∗, wθt,k ∈
Z+} be the set that contains all θ given dT and z˜. Although θ2 and θ3 only differ in
the the ordering of wt,k, we find it useful to differentiate them.
Boundary Information Although granular information such as order quantities
are not observed in this formulation, the inventory manager can still impose prior
knowledge as a filter on Θ. Examples of such prior knowledge might be prior
distribution, mean, boundary information, or constraint on tail moments (Perakis
and Roels, 2008; Levi et al., 2015; Saghafian and Tomlin, 2016). In this study, we
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consider the most practical prior knowledge—–boundary information (BI), that
consists of lower bounds and upper bounds on zt and wt,k. If the inventory manager
knows, even by experience, that z ≤ zt ≤ z and w ≤ wt,k ≤ w almost surely
happens, then we can prune Θ by removing those θ that contains any zt or wt,k
outside the interval. The prior knowledge must be consistent with observations,
i.e. for any valid bounds, zT ≤ z˜ ≤ zT and zw ≤ dt ≤ zw,∀1 ≤ t ≤ T . Let
BI0 = {z = 0, z = ∞, w = 0, w = ∞} be the non-informative BI, and ΘBI be the
set of combination possibilities under any given BI. In the following sections, we
describe how ΘBI can be sampled uniformly.
3.2.1 Uniform Sampler on ΘBI0
Without any limitation on zt and wt,k, we can generate all θ for any given d and
z˜ as long as both
∑T
t=1 zt = z˜ and
∑zt
k=1wt,k = dt are satisfied. This can be done
by a “wall-insertion method.” Imagine a sequence of
∑T
t=1 dt dots, where each dot
represents one unit of demand. Between any adjacent dots, there is one possible
location for a wall, and all the dots between two walls denote units requested by
the same order. Meanwhile, since no order splits across two or more periods, each
period also creates a wall, taking the position between the
∑s
t=1 dt-th unit and the∑s
t=1 dt + 1-th unit. The first position prior to the first unit is also taken since no
order happens before the epoch, and the last position is taken by the last period with
positive demand. Thus, the generation of θ is equivalent to picking the locations to in-
sert walls. Figure 3·2 show the example of generating θ for the example in section 3.2.
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Figure 3·2: Illustration of generating ΘBI0 for d = (0, 1, 2, 3) and z˜ = 4, with wall
insertion method.
There are
∑T
t=1 dt + 1 locations for walls in total, including ones on both ends.
Let η =
∑T
t=1 I[dt≥1] denote the number of periods in the observation with non-zero
demand, the total number of feasible locations is
∑T
t=1 dt − η. Since each period
with non-zero dt generates at least one order by default, the number of walls to
insert is z˜ − η. Each θ can be mapped to a unique selecion of walls and vice versa.
Therefore, we have |ΘBI0 | =
(∑T
t=1 dt−η
z˜−η
)
. For small ΘBI0 , uniformly sampling ΘBI0 in
expectation is equivalent to generating all θ and using each sample once; for larger
ΘBI0 , uniformly sampling from ΘBI0 is equivalent to randomly picking z˜− η identical
items from a pool of
∑T
t=1 dt − η with no replacement, which can be achieved by
random number generation.
3.2.2 Uniform Sampler on ΘBI
To sample ΘBI under a general BI, an intuitive approach is to first sample ΘBI0
and then prune the set by removing θ that are not consistent with BI, or only
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accept-reject random samples until the number of random samples reaches a preset
threshold. Nevertheless, it can be computationally wasteful when a significant
portion of random draws falls outside the bouns established by BI. Consider the
case where all d8 = (8, 8, 8, 8, 8, 8, 8, 8), z˜ = 12, and w = 4. With the wall insertion
method under non-informative boundary information, there are
(
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6
)
= 5, 245, 786
combinations in ΘBI0 . However, there is only feasible combination given the
boundary information, which consists of two orders per period and 4 units in each
order. The example is constructed on purpose to demonstrate an extreme case
that the acceptance rate can be very close to zero under certain cases while the
accept-reject approach can take almost infinite time to generate a desired number of
random samples. To resolve such computational burden, we construct an algorithm
that samples uniformly from Θ with general BI by applying a hieriarchical sampling.
The algorithm first generates all feasible combinations for a given period and a
fixed zt in order to decide the probability of sampling z
θ. Then it iterates through
all periods and samples a combination for each.
First, consider a single period in which dt, and BI are known, and zt is fixed.
Let δ∗t = (w
∗
t,z, . . . , w
∗
t,zt) denote a feasible order quantity combination for period t,
such that w∗t,1 ≤ · · · ≤ w∗t,zt ,
∑z∗t
k=1 w
∗
t,k = d
∗
t , and w ≤ wt,k ≤ w. The superscipt
in δ∗t represents that there can be multiple possible combinations given dt, zt, and
BI. Note that δ∗t is an ordered vector. Let τ(δ
∗
t ) be the number of unordered
permutations of δ∗t . Let ∆t(dt, zt, BI) denote the the set consisting all possible
δ∗t and their unordered permutations, then |∆t(dt, zt, BI)| =
∑
δ∗t ∈∆t(dt,zt,BI) τ(δ
∗
t ).
Generation of δ∗t and τ(δ
∗
t ) are described in Appendix F and G, respectively. In order
to simulate θ uniformly, the algorithm first generates all possible z = (z1, . . . , zT ), in
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which each zt should satisfy max
{
z,
⌈
dt
w
⌉} ≤ zt ≤ min{z, ⌊dtw ⌋}. The generation of
all z can be achieved by a simple branch and bound enumeration, which is described
in Appendix H. The uniform sampling of ΘBI can be done by the following two steps:
Step 1 Sample z = (zt, . . . , zT ) with probability P (z) =
∏T
t=1 |∆t(dt,zt,BI)|∑
z(
∏T
t=1 |∆t(dt,zt,BI)|)
.
Step 2 Initiate θ as an empty vector. For each zt in the sampled z, sample an
ordered δ∗t with probability P (δ
∗
t ) =
τ(δ∗t )
|∆t(dt,zt,BI)| . Add δ
∗
t to θ.
By iterating the two steps, the algorithm guarantees that each θ are sampled
uniformly. Note that each sampled δ∗t is ordered, with wt,1 ≤ · · · ≤ wt,zt . In the
next section, we show that this is equivalent to uniformly sampling unordered
combinations from ΘBI when estimating inventory targets. During implementation,
the tuple (dt, zt, w, w, δ
∗
t , τ(δ
∗
t )) is independent of observations and can be stored in a
Hash table to reduce computation time.
3.2.3 Estimating Inventory Targets with IPS Heuristic
For any given dT and z˜, the inventory manager can set a computational budget K
on |ΘBI |. For a general BI, |ΘBI | can be calculated using the algorithm in Section
3.2.2. If |ΘBI | ≤ K, all θ can be generated iteratively. Otherwise, the inventory
manager can specify the desired number of samples M , and random draws from ΘBI .
For each θ, the e.d.f. of order arrivals is calculated using sampled zT and the e.d.f. of
order quantity is calculated using sampled wt,1, . . . , wT,zT , both of which are obtained
from θ. Then, a numerical convolution is performed to obtain FˆD for the compound
process and the ϕ quantile is also computed numerically. For each θ, there is an
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estimate yˆθ = Fˆ−1D (ϕ; θ), and their average is the solution output. Figure 3·3 shows
the flow diagram of estimating the ϕ quantile of Dt using the IPS solution.
Figure 3·3: Flow diagram of how ϕ-quantile is estimated by IPS solution.
3.3 Numerical Experiment
We first show the performance of the IPS solution in section 3.2.3 through a synthetic
dataset. We randomly generate 1,000 test cases that mimic the demand stream and
observations at the W facility. Arrival process Zt and order quantity Wt,k are two
streams of independent random variables. Each Zt are independent and identically
distributed and independent of Wt,k. Each Wt,k is also independent of each other. The
true distribution of Zt has support 0 and 4, and true distribution of Wt,k has support
1 and 4. In each cases, the true probability masss function of Zt and Wt,k are random
draws from a Dirichlet distribution with parameter 1 of appropriate dimensions. For
the true distributions, mean ranges from 0.5 to 11.7, coefficient of variation ranges
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from 0.3 to 3.5, skewness ranges from -2.0 to 3.9, and kurtosis ranges from 1.2 to
18.1. Figure 3·4 shows the distribution of the statistics of the true distributions in
the synthetic case.
Figure 3·4: Distribution of mean, coefficient of variation, skewness, and kurtosis of
the true distribution of 1,000 synthetic test cases
To emulate the inventory manager’s task at the W facility, every test case
generates a sample path of 6 periods, by first randomly picking zt and then zt
random draws of wt,k. The decision maker observes d6 and z˜ and sets a inventory
target y. To reflect the asymmetric cost structure of overstocking and understocking,
we calculate the expected newsvendor cost of a y from each solution under the
true distribution. Unit overage cost is normalized to 1, and unit underage cost is
ϕ/(1 − ϕ). Target service requirement ϕ are chosen from {0.9, 0.95, 0.98, 0.99} to
reflect the W facility’s high service promise.
We consider two benchmark solutions. Normal Approach assumes that Dt is
normally distributed and calculates yNormal = µˆ+βϕσˆ, where µˆ and σˆ are the sample
mean and sample standard deviation from dT while βϕ is the factor corresponding
to ϕ quantile. The normal approach represents the widely used parametric paradigm
as well as the logic that Company M applies at other facilities. Max Appraoch sets
yMax = max{dt}. It is a truthful codification of the inventory manager’s intuition,
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which applies the idea of one-month-forward-coverage, and uses the maximum of
historical observations as an estimate for the upper bound of demand. The max
approach also coincides with Sample Average Approximation from Kleywegt et al.
(2002) for most of the time since service requirements are high and all targets are
rounded to the closest integer. For IPS solution, we consider three types of boundary
information:
• BI0: z = 0, z =∞, w = 0, w =∞
• BISR: Self regulating bounds z = 0, z =
⌈
γ z˜
T
⌉
, w = 1, w =
⌈
γ
∑
dt
z˜
⌉
• BIExact: z = 0, z = 4, w = 1, w = 4
where BI0 is the non-informative bounds; BISR is a self-regulating bound that
ties z and w to their average values from observations. γ is the relaxing factor
indicating how far the upperbound is away from its mean; BIExact is the exact bounds
assuming that the inventory manager has perfect information on the maximum
order quantity. Table 3.1 shows the mean and standard deviation of optimality
cost gap of the 1,000 synthetic test cases. When service requirement is great than
or equal to 95%, IPS under all boundary information consistently outperforms the
two benchmark solutions in terms of average optimality cost gap. The difference
between solutions is less obvious when service requirement is 90%, but increases
dramatically as the service requirement approaches 100%. The improvement from
the best performing benchmark to proposed solutions range between 1.3% to 13.2%
when service requirement is 95%, 9% to 22.9% when service requirement is 98%, and
23.8% to 42.4% when service requirement is 99%. As more accurate information on
the bounds are used as inputs, the IPS algorithm significantlly improves optimality
cost gap.
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Service Normal Max IPS
Req Approach Approach BI0 BISR, γ = 1.5 BIExact
90% 21.3%(.35) 17.4%(.30) 21.1%(.29) 18.9%(.29) 14.7%(.27)
95% 34.6%(.63) 40.1%(.69) 33.3%(.47) 28.7%(.48) 21.4%(.45)
98% 63.1%(1.27) 123.5%(1.86) 54.1%(.87) 49.4%(1.01) 40.2%(1.01)
99% 100.4%(2.22) 263.8%(3.71) 76.6%(1.59) 76.1%(1.85) 68.0%(1.90)
Table 3.1: Mean and standard deviation (in paranthesis) of Optimality Cost Gap of
solutions under high service requirements.
The root cause of the difference in optimality cost gap is the effect of underes-
timation and overestimation. The Max Approach, which tends to overestimate the
inventory target for the given critical fractile in the long run, is “limited” by the
size of observations. When the dataset is small, e.g. less than 10 observations, the
probability of observing a high demand is fairly low. As a result, the Max Approach
almost always underestimates when service requirement is high, which is an unde-
sired outcome since the unit cost for underestimation and overestimation are strongly
asymmetric. The normal approach uses an one-size-fit-all logic, whose performance
depends on the similarity between the true distribution and a normal curve. In com-
parison, IPS takes a different path towards the problem. It constructs individual
orders by based on dT and z˜. Every generated sample is consistent with
∑T
t=1 zt = z˜
and
∑zt
k=1wt,k = dt. During the process, some extraordinarily high order quantities
might be generated, which might not match the stream of orders that actually real-
ized. However, they also self-regulate. If a high order quantity is sampled, then low
order quantities must be sampled for the same period due to constraint of dt limits.
The key input is the boundary information, since it also limits how “extraordinary”
the sampled orders can be. A tighter input bound is makes the solution less likely
to overestimate. Figure 3·5 shows the percentage of underestimation, overestima-
tion, and cases that each solution obtains the optimal inventory target when service
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requirement is 98%.
Figure 3·5: Under estimation, over estimation, and optimality of each heurisitc when
target service level is 98%.
3.4 Implementation at the W Facility
The implementation of IPS at the W facility is split in two sections: inventory targets
for regular demand SKUs (average monthly demand greater than a preset threshold)
and for low-demand SKUs (average monthly demand less than or equal to the thresh-
old). We apply the normal approach to the regular demand SKUs since the number
of feasible combinations becomes intractable for high dT and z˜. The inventory targets
for those SKUs are set with IPS for γ = 2 in order to be extra conservative. The
targets are then calculated offline and sent back to the inventory manager at the W
facility for feasibility validation. For regular bulk SKUs, since the size of its catalog
variants should be considered, we estimate the mean and standard deviation from FˆD
and add up the demand from each associated catalog SKU as if they are independent
random variables.
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3.5 Conclusion
Motivated by the problem faced by the W facility at Company M, we introduce a new
solution named Integer Pattern Sampling that takes advantage of the information on
number of orders over a short horizon. The solution models demand as a compound
process and exploits the integer possibilities for low-demand products. By uniformly
sampling feasible combinations that are consistent with the observed data and
prior boundary information, IPS consistently outperforms benchmark approaches in
synthetic test cases. We believe this demonstrates the importance of characterizing
tail behavior of demand distribution with limited observations.
Chapter 4
Identifying Inventory Reduction and
Process Improvement Opportunities in
Supply Chain
4.1 Introduction
Enterprise Resources Planning (ERP) has been installed to service companies
(especially manufacturers) since the 1980s. Extending functions in Material Re-
quirements Planning (MRP) and Manufacturing Resources Planning (MRP II),
ERP can incorporate modules for almost every business functions, from accounting
and financials to human resources. During early 2000s, ERP became passe as a
term, and was replaced by Supply Chain Management (SCM) (Hopp and Spearman,
2004). Despite the change in acronym, quantitative production and inventory
control remains the core of both systems, which takes into consideration a wide
range of factors, including but not limited to, bill of materials (BOM), network
topology, capacity, required delivery time, inventory status, and the demand forecast.
Although an integrated ERP system makes it possible for the company to manage
a wide range of products, the system’s rigidity can pose a barrier to companies that
seek continuous improvement.
Company M (name disguised for company confidentiality) is a leading biotechnol-
ogy product company that supplies life scientists with an extensive range of products
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and services, from next-generation instruments to everyday lab essentials. Company
M’s global supply chain spans across the globe, and always views product quality and
delivery promise as its strategic imperatives. Currently, Company M’s supply chain
is managed using Oracle’s JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Requirement Planning (E1),
with built-in the forecast engine—–Demantra. Over the past few years, Company M
has been seeking opportunities to streamline its supply chain by reducing excessive
stock at various levels: raw materials, work-in-process (WIP), and finished goods
(FG). We worked closely with the Supply Chain Data Analytics (SCDA) team at
Company M on a project to develop a filter that identifies excessive inventory for a
given single Stock Keeping Unit-Location (SKU at a location, referred as SKU-L)
based on its past demand history. In addition to calculating financial benefit from
inventory reduction, an equally important goal of the project is to deep dive into the
root causes of overstocks. Similar to other central analytics team, the SCDA team is
confronted with the following challenges:
Limitation to Parameter Adjustments Given the fact that existing opera-
tion of Company M’s supply chain is built on E1, it is not realistic for the SCDA
team to propose any changes that are incompatible with E1. Instead, the SCDA
team focuses on fine tuning the parameters involved in the decision-making process.
In this project, the SCDA team focused on the safety stock level input to E1. The
narrower scope of the analysis, nevertheless, is a double-edged sword. On one hand,
it simplifies the analysis for the SCDA team. On the other hand, it drives the
attention away from the scrutiny of actual inventory trajectory to the metrics that
surface service level impact.
Gap Between Recommendation and Implementation For operational
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decisions associated with complicated production processes that necessitate domain
expertise, the role of a central analytics team (similar to the SCDA in this project) is
to suggest recommendations where potential improvement can be made. Likewise, all
proposed actions by the SCDA need to be validated by inventory planners in charge
before actual changes can be made on the factory floor. However, at a company
that competes on service promises, the incentives for a central analytics team and
inventory planners are usually different—–the performance of a cost reduction project
by central analytics team being measured by total amount of achieved savings,
while performance of inventory planners being measured by percentage of on-time
fulfillment. The key is to come up with the right metric for the communication with
planners, which should capture not only the magnitude of inventory reduction, but
also the impact on service level.
Preference for Non-Parametric Models with Lead Times Standard
distributions like the Normal, and Poisson are commonly used by companies
to characterize demand distributions, due to the ease in parameter estimation.
However, most SKUs in the scope of this project have demand history that rejects
the Shapiro test for normality and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for Poisson. This
motivated the SCDA team to apply a distribution-free approach. Nevertheless,
existing literature on non-parametric inventory models (Levi et al., 2007, 2015;
Huh and Rusmevichientong, 2009; Huh et al., 2011) adopts a repeated newsvendor
framework, which assumes zero replenishment lead time. Other literature, e.g.
Bookbinder and Lordahl (1989) assume that independent lead time demand obser-
vations are available. At Company M, demand profile is analyzed at the weekly level
corresponding to a weekly review period, while lead time can be as long as several
weeks. One possible approach is to transform Company M’s problem into the format
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of Bookbinder and Lordahl (1989), by first assuming i.i.d. weekly demand and then
aggregate successive periods to obtain non-overlapping lead time demand. The
downside of this aggregation approach is that it significantly reduces the length of
demand history. At Company M, E1 automatically keeps a trailing 52-week demand
history for each SKU-L. Thus, for a SKU-L with four-week replenishment lead time,
the aggregation approach would reduce the original 52 observations to 13.
In this paper, we propose an approach that addresses these issues and identifies
inventory reduction opportunities with almost no service impact. Our approach
was first tested on a dataset collected from a central distribution center (DC) of
Company M’s Antibodies (ANT) product line for initial validation. It was then
developed into a standard tool on E1 and applied to Company M’s Life Science
Solution (LSG) supply chain. The toolbox, according to Sean McCrary, Director of
Supply Chain Analytics at Company M, “visualizes clear patterns of overstocking
behaviors, and initates conversations with inventory planners to dive deep into the
root causes of excess inventory.”
4.2 Company M’s ANT Supply Chain and Current Opera-
tions
Antibodies (ANT) is a major product category offered by Invitrogen, a premier
brand of Company M under its Life Science Solution Group, and is widely used by
labs to identify, locate, measure and purify proteins as well as other biomolecules.
ANT customers comprise of pharmaceutical and biotech companies, clinical and
academic research institutions, and government departments. ANT supply chain can
be modeled as a three-tier network (Figure 4·1): manufacturing sites (MFG) and
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OEM, Tier 1 Distribution Centers (Tier 1 DCs), and Tier 2 Distribution Centers
(Tier 2 DCs). In terms of service, Company M’s standard policy is to complete
delivery for stocked catalog products within 48 hours of receiving the order, which
necessitates extremely high service levels at all stages of its supply chain. Given
the long manufacturing and shipping lead time (compared to its demanding service
promise), most ANT SKUs are make-to-stock inventory.
Figure 4·1: Manufacturing and distribution supply chain for ANT product family,
which are either made in Company M’s facilities in Frederick, Maryland and Eugene,
Oregon, or outsourced to OEM.
Manufacturing Sites and OEM: ANT products are either produced at
Company M’s two factories or outsourced to OEM suppliers. Both facilities receive
raw materials from upstream suppliers and transform them into end products (scope
of manufacturing of Oregon MFG and Maryland MFG do not overlap). SKUs
manufactured at Company M contribute to the majority of inventory in the ANT
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FG supply chain, in both inventory quantity and value.
Tier 1 DCs: Both Maryland and Oregon MFG have a warehouse next to them
that serves as a Tier 1 DC. ANT SKUs manufactured at Oregon MFG are either
stored in Oregon DC, or in Maryland DC. Maryland DC is the major Tier 1 DC,
carrying the majority of SKU selection and inventory value in the ANT FG supply
chain. As a result, Maryland DC holds inventoy in much larger quantities compared
to Oregon DC and the regional Tier 2 DCs, and is therefore used as the primary
dataset for validating our approach.
Tier 2 DCs: US demand is fulfilled directly from either Oregon DC or Maryland
DC, while overseas demand is serviced by regional Tier 2 DCs to achieve shorter
lead times. Domestic transportation between Oregon MFG and Maryland DC takes
approximately one week; international shipping from Maryland DC to overseas Tier
2 DCs can take between 1 to 2 weeks.
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Figure 4·2: Usage profile for a ANT SKU example, which is manufactured at Oregon
MFG and stored in Maryland DC, showing that most inventory is stored at Maryland
DC.
At Company M, the terminology “usage” represents the number of units shipped
out weekly from a facility. Figure 4·2 shows the usage profile of an example ANT
SKU, which is manufactured at Oregon MFG and stored in Maryland DC (Tier 1).
This SKU is also stored in five other Tier 2 DCs in local markets. The SCDA team
approximates actual demand profile for a SKU-L by its usage over a trailing 52-week
history. Although “usage” is a censored demand observation (and may include small
time lag). It is a close approximation of actual demand given the high service level
(above 95%).
Inventory Control Policies: At a monthly cadence, Demantra updates the
daily demand forecast at the SKU-L level and covers a 52-week horizon into the
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future. At a daily cadence, E1 consumes the demand forecast and compares the total
inventory position—–sum of on-hand and in-transit inventory, of a SKU-L against
a dynamic re-order point (ROPSKU−L). The re-order point consists of two parts,
forecasted demand F (L)SKU−L over the SKU’s lead time L, and a preset safety stock
level, SSSKU−L, which is updated every six month:
ROPSKU−L = F (L)SKU−L + SSSKU−L (4.1)
If total inventory position of a SKU-L is less than ROPSKU−L, an order is placed
against its upstream supplier (an internal transit order at an upstream DC or a work
order at MFG).
Figure 4·3: Two SKU examples showing that frequencies of safety stock levels ad-
justment vary between SKUs.
When on-hand inventory is not sufficient to fulfill demand, backlogs are generated
and fulfilled at earliest instance possible. At Company M, service is measured
by first-order fill rate, which is the percentage of orders filled on the date the
customer (both internal and external) first asks for the product. First-order fill
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rate conform to a traditional Type I (order fill rate) or Type II (volume fill rate)
service level in a textbook. Moreover, due to the large amount of SKUs, the SCDA
team performs all the data analytics at the weekly level, which makes it hard to
calculate a counter-factual first-order fill rate metric. During the early stage of
the project, we had reached a consensus that we use in-stock rate as the service metric.
There are two types of staff for inventory planning at Company M: “Production
Planners” take charge for production scheduling and manage the required materials
(including raw materials and WIP); “Distribution Requirements Planners” move
FG inventory across the network to meet global demand. By default, both types
of planners are recommended to set SSSKU−L to be one of the three levels: none,
low, high, each corresponds to certain weeks of supply, where the average weekly
demand µSKU−L is updated quarterly using the trailing 52-week of demand history.
Furthermore, both types of planners can manually override the safety stock level at
any time based on their experience and information on upcoming events (for instance,
anticipating that demand for a SKU-L will increase in near future). Collected data
also shows that SKUs may receive different “attention” from inventory planners.
Figure 4·3 shows two actual SKU examples: for the same 52-week horizon, safety
stock for SKU A (left) remains constant, while safety stock for SKU B (right) was
changed more frequently. Table 4.1 summarizes the number of SS changes for ANT
FG inventory at the five major DCs in the ANT product supply chain over a 52-week
horizon.
4.2.1 Problem with Only Considering Safety Stock
As a common treatment in practice, safety stock level at Company M is a function of
“weeks of supply.” We first examine the existing practice of safety stock level in E1.
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DC
Mean of #Changes Std. of #Changes
in SS Parameters in SS Parameters
Europe DC 1.4 1.6
Maryland DC 1.2 1.0
Oregon DC 0.2 0.5
Japan DC 1.8 1.4
UK DC 0.1 0.3
Table 4.1: Statistics of number of changes in safety stock parameters over 52-week
horizon at 5 major DCs in ANT supply chain.
Figure 4·4 (left) shows the histogram of weeks of supply of all ANT SKU-L in the
latest snapshot in the dataset. Only 28.5% of the ANT SKU-Ls have safety stock
level within the recommended level, and 20.1% of the SKU-Ls have safety stock level
parameters higher than 10 weeks of supply, which shows the existence of excessive
inventory even by SCDA’s standard. Widely used in practice, weeks of supply can
be an effective metric in measuring how much inventory is being held compared to
average consumption. However, it is not the best metric to adhere when considering
the level of safety stock, which is tied to the variance of demand rather than the mean.
We also compare the safety stock level to the case where i.i.d. normal demand is
assumed. Figure 4·4 (right) shows a histogram of the service level equivalence (z∗)
for each SKU-L under a normal assumption, where z∗ = Φ−1(SS/σˆ
√
L), SS being
the current safety level, σˆ being estimated standard deviation, and Φ−1 being the
inverse c.d.f. of a standard normal distribution. Although we have shown that most
ANT SKU-L do not satisfy a normal distribution, we demonstrate the service level
equivalence to show the existence of excess stock.
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Figure 4·4: Left: distribution of weeks of supply of safety stock parameter snapshot
for all ANT SKU-L; right: service level equivalence for all ANT SKU-L under Normal
assumption.
Scrutinizing the data reveals inconsistent patterns around safety stock, which
partially explains the high weeks of coverage in Figure 4·4. Figure 4·5 shows three
examples where (a) depicts a scenario where safety stock is treated as inventory that
was never touched within the 52-week horizon, which is commonly seen at central
DCs (Oregon DC and Maryland DC for the ANT products); (b) depicts a scenario
where safety stock is viewed similarly to the order-up-to level in a base-stock policy;
(c) depicts a scenario where safety stock seems to be a general guideline of how
the average inventory level is maintained. Although category (b) and (c) constitute
the majority of SKU-L at Tier 2 DCs, we did not find a clear mapping between
categories and DCs or between categories and planners.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4·5: Examples of three scenarios indicating that the metric “safety stock” is
used differently for different SKUs.
A SKU-L is classifed into “Never Touch” category if on-hand inventory is con-
stantly above the safety stock parameter throughout the 52-week period, into “Order-
Up-To” category if on-hand inventory is less than the latest safety stock level snapshot
for at least 75% of the time, and into “Average” category if for at least 25% of the
time, on-hand inventory is higher than and lower than the latest safety stock level
snapshot. Since the same parameter may represent different reference point, recom-
mendations that only consider safety stock level can be misleading. Reducing safety
stock for SKU-L that never touch the safety stock level has no service impact, it can
leads to lower service level for SKU-L that use safety stock parameter as an order-up-
to quantity. We also limit Figure 4·4 to Maryland DC (Figure 4·6), which possesses
the greatest potential for savings.
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Figure 4·6: Left: distribution of weeks of supply of latest safety stock level snapshot
for all ANT SKU-L; right: service level equivalent for all ANT SKU-L under Normal
assumption.
4.3 Maximum Forward Coverage Heuristic
As discussed previously, the goal is to develop a tool within E1 that can perform
a real-time calculation for any set of SKU-Ls, rather than proposing a brand
new ordering policy. More specifically, the tool should be able to quickly identify
abnormal inventory behaviors that surface issues underneath current operations,
such as unnecessary trigger of procurement or work orders, unreasonable parameters,
or even miscounted inventory.
We propose a simple non-parametric Maximum Forward Coverage (MFC) heuris-
tic. Different from existing literature on data-driven (non-parametric) inventory
models (e.g. Scarf, 1958; Kleywegt et al. 2001; Levi et al. 2007, 2015; Perakis
and Roel 2008), we take the lead time (a SKU-L dependent fixed parameter) into
consideration and focus on identifying SKUs with extraordinarily high inventory
levels compared to their demand profile. Adopting the terminology used at Company
M, let x = (x−52, x−51, . . . , x−1) denote the weekly usage data of a certain SKU-L
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collected over a trailing 52-week interval, where x−t denotes the weekly usage within
the t-th week in the past. Our approach first obtains a derived lead time demand
y−t =
∑L−1
s=0 x−t+s from existing data by adding demand from successive weeks. Then
the maximum lead time demand, yMFC , is compared to the minimum historical
inventory level, min I−t, and the cost-weighted gap is identified by δMFC (detailed
derivation described in Appendix J).
δMFCSKU−L = CSKU max
(
min I−t − yMFC , 0
)
(4.2)
Prior to our participation in the project, the SCDA team developed an approach
(referred as the “M Approach”) to calculate a new safety stock level for any given
SKU-L. The M Approach calculates a new safety stock level based on the latest
weeks of supply and a trimmed mean, in which a parameter 0 < p < 1 controls
how many “extraordinarily high” demand observations are dropped from history
to calculate the trimmed mean. A higher p leads to fewer dropped observations
and leads to a more conservative reduction (detailed description of the M approach
described in Appendix I). Despite the risk of using the safety stock level as the target
parameter (which can be used differently across the network), The M approach
represents an archetypal logic in inventory practice, which relies on mean and weeks
of coverage for measuring amount of buffer provided by safety stock. According to
the SCDA team, the average usage numbers overestimated the larger population of
customer orders. Replacing the mean demand with a trimmed mean indicates the
intention of using safety stock to protect demand variability from “normal” weeks,
and use extraordinary measures to cover weeks with high demand. The M Approach
tries to justify a lower safety stock by not using it to cover “extraordinarily high
demand,” which is exactly the intention of safety stock. Another case in which the
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M Approach may fail is SKUs with intermittent demand. Such case can result in
zero inventory when applying the M Approach, which can significantly impact service.
When lead time distribution is stationary, regardless of correlations between
successive periods, yMFC is a consistent estimator of the right support of the lead
time distribution. In other word, δMFC captures the gap between historical sample
path of inventory and an extremely conservative inventory target, estimated by
yMFC . To validate the appproach, we compare the M Approach, and MFC in a
simulation-based test using actual dataset from Maryland DC. As a benchmark,
we also include the commonly used parametric method assuming that the weekly
demand has an i.i.d. normal distrubution, which will be referred as the “Normal Ap-
proach.” Prior to the numerical test, SKUs that shows strong correlations (absolute
correlation coefficients within 4 period lags greater than 0.3) and non-stationarity
(fail to reject the null-hypothesis of Dickey-Fuller Test) are dropped from the
dataset. For each approach, we report three metrics: (i) Service Level (in-stock rate)
under Average Case (SL-AC), Service Level Lower Bound (SL-LB), and Reported
Inventory Reduction (RIR). Since we tend not to include Demantra’s forecast as part
of the model (nor does the SCDA team), SL-AC measures the service level when
Demantra’s forecast is proxied by the mean lead time demand. SL-LB measures the
service level lowerbound by replacing Demantra’s forecast with zero, in the case of
which, all lead time demand will be satisfied by safety stock. And RIR captures the
inventory reduction opportunities identifies by each approach. Appendix K describes
the setting of simulation-based test. Table 4.2 summarizes the test results. Numbers
are disguised to proctect company confidentiality
The M approach, despite the lack of direct linkage between parameter p and
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Approach M App Normal MFC
p 0.95 0.9 0.95 na
SL-AC 95.4% 94.4% 87.3% 99.9%
SL-LB 93.5% 92.2% 66.6% 99.8%
RIR $41.5 $79.2 $192.0 $191.0
Table 4.2: Disguised results of the simulation based test at the Maryland facility. All
numbers have been disguised to protect company confidentiality.
service level, shows an average service level between 94.4% and 95.4%, and a lower-
bound between 92.2% and 93.5%, indicating a potential service impact compared
to the exisiting service level. The widely used Normal assumption performs poorly,
indicating that empirical distribution tend to have a heavier tail than normal
distributions. MFC, by design, successfully drives attention to the SKUs where
significant inventory reduction can be done with almost guaranteed service.
Figure 4·7: Different portions of inventory are identified as reduction opportunities
by the M Approach and MFC.
Unlike the M Approach and Normal approach, which report inventory reduction
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between the current and newly prescribed safety stock level, MFC reports saving as
the gap between the lowest historical inventory level. Figure 4·7 demonstrates that
different portions of inventory are identified as reduction opportunities. The more
interesting question to ask is which can help the company to identify areas with the
most potential for improvement. MFC, does this by comparing the actual realization
of a potentially complex inventory control policy with the most convervative cases,
and identifies the gap. We also compare the list of the top 20 SKUs identified by
each approach, and find that while the M Approach and Normal point to basically
the same set of SKUs, MFC shares only 1-2 SKUs with the rest. Given that MFC
identifies inventory reduction which is unlikely to cause a service impact, we can
conclude that the M Approach and Normal Approach have their limitation by only
looking at a single parameter.
4.4 Full Implementation and Discussion
We present the results of implemneting MFC on Maryland DC to the SCDA team
and the Senior Director of Supply Planning at Company M. Top 20 SKUs with the
most inventory reduction at Maryland DC were brought to corresponding planners to
validate the reduction opportunities and investigate the root causes. Feedback from
planners confirmed the identified opportunities. The SCDA team also found out that
MFC is not only robust for different types of SKUs (the non-parametric feature),
but it is also easier to visualize MFC results for planners than trying to argue that
safety stock should be reduced without showing that service level will be perserved at
the same time. MFC was later developed into a toolbox that is available for quickly
filtering SKUs for any given facility. In addition, Company M imposes another 20%
buffer on yMFC , resulting an even more conservative metric.
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When using the tool, a planner specifies a site and the scope of SKUs. MFC then
generates a list consisting of the top SKUs with the most reduction opportunities.
Planners can then deep dive into the root cause for causing a certain SKU to have ex-
cess inventory and summarize the findings in a linked spreadsheet for further analysis.
According to the Director of Supply Chain Analytics team, “despite its simplicity,
the approach is really powerful in framing a narrative. When the chart shows that a
layer of inventory can clearly be removed, it directly results to the action of finding
the root cause for such phenomenon.” During the first phase of implementation in
early 2017, the tool was distributed to all Company M’s Tier 1 DCs. Each inventoy
planner in the supply chain was asked to comment on the root casue of the the top
five SKUs identified by MFC. The first phase identifies multi-million dollars of saving
opportunities in all stages of Company M’s major product families. Long-term
impact of the SKUs that received comments are shown in Figure 4·8.
Figure 4·8: Longitudinal impact on inventory identified by MFC at Company M.
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Rank Cause Percentage
1 Planning Parameter Driven 19.0%
2 Business Requirement 13.1%
3 Item Discontinuation 9.2%
4 Forecasts 8.1%
5 Production Strategy 6.4%
Table 4.3: Top 5 category of root causes of excessive inventory identified by MFC.
After the first phase of the implementation came out as a success, Company M has
made the SKU ranking with MFC a monthly check procedure, in which each inventory
planner comments on potential root causes and corrective actions for the top SKUs
identified by the MFC approach. Table 4.3 lists the top 5 categories that contribute
to excessive inventory identified by MFC. The analysis is based a random selection of
recent comments from inventory planners. Major corrective actions involve adjusting
parameters, rebalancing inventory, and investigation in potential scrap.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
5.1 Summary of the thesis
This thesis considers inventory problems under limited data, and high customer
service level requirements. This chapter summarizes results in each chapter and
discuss future research direction.
Setting Inventory Targets with Compound Demand in Data-Scarce Envi-
ronments
Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 consider a relatively similar problem, in which the decision
maker observes periodic demand with some prior knowledge on the boundary condi-
tion of the order quantity distribution. Chapter 2 formulates a theoretical framework
based on a repeated newsvendor model with a compound demand process. The
decision maker observes not only periodic demand but also the number of customers
in each period. Two proposed approaches, Maximum Likelihood Estimation and
Metropolis-Hastings sampler, take advantage of the integer nature of the demand
process and construct estimations for order quantity distribution. Both algorithm
outperform benchmark approaches that only consider periodic demand, and show
different sensitivity to input boundary information.
Chapter 3 considers a more practical problem faced by the inventory manager
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at a distribution center of a major biotechnology firm, which actually motivates the
theoretical work in Chapter 2. However, even less information was provided during
the project and the customer service level requirement was very high. We propose
the Integer Pattern Sampling approach in order to sample feasible combinations that
are consistent to the observations.
One interesting future research area is to consider the number of periods required
to provide a specific probabilitic guarantee. This has been shown for the Sample
Average Approximation in a repeated newsvendor framework by Levi et al. (2007)
and Levi et al. (2015). Since this thesis models demand as a compound process,
there lacks an analytical handle to capture quantile behavior of the outcome random
variable after the convolution. However, it would be worthwhile to investigate
the probability guarantee when arrival process takes a more tractable form, such
as Poisson. It is also interesting to find a more efficient way of numerically con-
volving two random variables, which takes the most of computation time at this point.
Identify Safe Inventory Reduction Opportunities
Chapter 4 takes a fresh look at the objective function of a typical inventory improve-
ment project by an analytics team at a firm. Since plenty of firms have automated
their inventory management using third-party ERP software, the flexibilty to change
can be very limited. Thus, a typical solution for such project starts with a scrutiny
of existing parameters. We show that sometimes such a route can be misleading,
especially when terminologies are defined differently. Instead, we propose a heuristic
that directly compares on-hand inventory and a conservative inventory target derived
from past demand data. The heuristic turns out to be very useful and has been de-
veloped into a monthly routine at the firm that we collaborated with. A potential
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future research direction is to carefully describe a firm’s existing reordering policy
and develop a more rigorous data-driven method that can prescribe inventory targets
with a probabilistic guarantee.
Appendix A
Recursion for Calculating τ (δ)
Algorithm 3 Recursion for generating number of permutations for δ ∈ ∆
1: procedure τ(δ)
2: τ ← 1, n = dim(δ)
3: for w ← min(δ) : max(δ) do
4: nw ←
∑zt
k=1 I [wk = w]
5: τ ← τ × ( n
nw
)
6: n← n− nw
7: end for
8: Return τ(δ)← τ .
9: end procedure
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Appendix B
Proof Lemma 1
Proof. of Lemma 1. (i) Since φIC assigns equal probability to all points on the
probability simplex, the proof is trivial. To show that φMHR is a transition kernel
for an irreducible Markov chain, it is equivalent to show that it can reach any point
q∗ in the probability simplex from any initial proint q(0). In fact, we can show that
there is a finite path from q(0) to q∗. Consider a path q(0),q(1), . . . , in an n-dimension
probability simplex, in which q(m) = (q
(m)
1 , . . . , q
(m)
n ), with subscript i referring to the
dimension index rather than P{Wt,k = i}. Assume that for some point q(m), we have
q
(m)
i = q
∗
i ,∀i = 1, . . . , k and q(m)k+1 6= q∗k+1, we can show that, within finite steps, we
can generate a state q(m+m
′), such that q
(m+m′)
i = q
∗
i ,∀i = 1, . . . , k + 1. For q(m)k+1
and q∗k+1, we have two cases: (I) q
(m)
k+1 > q
∗
k+1, and (II) q
(m)
k+1 < q
∗
k+1. For (I), we can
write q
(m)
k+1 = q
∗
k+1 + ,  > 0. By φMHR, we can redistribute q
(m)
k+1 and q
(m)
k+2 such that
q
(m+1)
k+1 = q
∗
k+1 and q
(m+1)
k+2 = q
(m)
k+1 + , which gets to the desired q
(m+m′) in one step.
For (II), assume q∗k+1 = q
(m)
k+1 + ,  > 0. Since
n∑
i=k+2
q
(m)
i −  =
(
1−
k∑
i=1
q
(m)
i − q(m)k+1
)
− 
=
(
1−
k∑
i=1
q∗i − (q∗k+1 − )
)
− 
=
k∑
i=k+2
q∗i ≥ 0
(B.1)
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we can have q
(m+m′)
k+1 = q
∗
k+1 by iteratively adding the dimensions k + 3, k + 3, . . . to
the k+ 1-th dimension, which can be obtained by m′ ≤ n−k− 1 intermediate states.
Repeating this process from k = 0, . . . , n, we can contruct a path from any given
q(0) to q∗ within length n(n − 1)/2. On the other hand, there is a positive chance
that q(m) = q(m+1) with φMHR, thus the Markov chain with transition kernel φMHR
is aperiodic on the probability simplex.
(ii) Part (i) of Lemma 1 shows that for any two given point q(0) and q∗ in the
n-th dimension probability simplex, there is a path with non-zero probability that
starts from q(0) and ends at q∗ under either φIC or φMHR. We need to show that the
transition kernel of the MH sampler, KS(·, ·), is piT -irreducible, which is expressed as:
KS(x
(i−1),xcand) =

φS
(
q(i−1),qcand
)
αT
(
q(i−1),qcand
)
, if xcand 6= x(i−1)
1− ∫ φS (q(i−1),qcand)αT (q(i−1),qcand) , if xcand = x(i−1)
(B.2)
For φIC , since it is always able to move from one point to another
in {q; piT (q) > 0}, it is piT -irreducible. For φMHR, consider a path be-
tween q(0) and q∗. Part (i) shows that there is a path q(0), . . . ,q(n) with∏n−1
k=0 φS(q
(k),q(k+1)) > 0 and q(n) = q∗. Under KS(·, ·), the probability of the path is∏n−1
k=0 φS(q
(k),q(k+1))αT (q
(k),q(k+1)). In order to show KS(·, ·) is piT -irreducible, it is
equivalent to show that αT (q
(k),q(k+1)) is always positive when piT (q
(k)) is positive.
In fact, if piT (q
(k)) > 0, by the construction of q(k) to q(k+1), φMHR only redis-
tributes two pi and pj without rendering anyone of them to zero. Thus piT (q
(k+1)) > 0
and there is always a non-zero probability to accept q(k+1), which completes the proof.
Appendix C
Proof Theorem 1
Proof. of Theorem 1 (i) Roberts and Smith (1994) shows that, under the general
condition, if the transition kernel of the MH sampler is pi-irreducible and aperiodic,
then the convergence is true. Lemma 1 shows that φIC and φMHR are both piT -
irreducible. Meanwhile, the aperiodicity of φIC and φMHR also guarantees that the
corresponding MH sampler is aperiodic (see Roberts and Smith, 1994, Thm 3(i)).
Thus the theorem holds for the MH sampler of interest. For a more detailed proof
of the general case, see Tierney (1994) and Nummelin (1984). (ii) Mengersen et al.
(1996), Thm 2.1 show that an independence chain is uniformly ergodic if there exists
β > 0 such that
φIC(q)
piT (q)
≥ β (C.1)
then the MH sampler is uniformly ergodic. In this case, φIC is a constant and Equation
2.14 shows that the posterior distribution is bounded from above, which guarantees
Equation C.1 holds.
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Appendix D
Statistics for Test Cases
Statistics table for the test cases used in the numerical study. Each test case is a
compound process from two independent integer random variables. The support of
the outcome random variable are 0 and 16, with other statistics summarized in the
following table
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Test Case Zt Wt.k Mean Coef.Var Skewness Kurtosis
1 Uniform Uniform 4.0 0.9 0.6 2.5
2 Uniform Decreasing 2.2 1.0 1.0 3.6
3 Uniform Increasing 5.8 0.8 0.3 2.0
4 Uniform Normal-like 4.0 0.8 0.4 2.3
5 Uniform Ushape 4.0 0.9 0.7 2.7
6 Decreasing Uniform 2.2 1.3 1.3 4.2
7 Decreasing Decreasing 1.2 1.5 1.7 5.9
8 Decreasing Increasing 3.2 1.2 1.0 3.3
9 Decreasing Normal-like 2.2 1.2 1.2 3.7
10 Decreasing Ushape 2.2 1.4 1.4 4.4
11 Increasing Uniform 5.8 0.6 0.1 2.4
12 Increasing Decreasing 3.2 0.8 0.6 3.0
13 Increasing Increasing 8.4 0.5 -0.3 2.4
14 Increasing Normal-like 5.8 0.5 -0.1 2.4
15 Increasing Ushape 5.8 0.7 0.2 2.4
16 Normal-like Uniform 4.0 0.7 0.5 3.0
17 Normal-like Decreasing 2.2 0.9 1.0 3.7
18 Normal-like Increasing 5.8 0.6 0.3 2.8
19 Normal-like Normal-like 4.0 0.6 0.4 3.0
20 Normal-like Ushape 4.0 0.8 0.6 2.9
21 Ushape Uniform 4.0 1.0 0.6 2.1
22 Ushape Decreasing 2.2 1.2 1.0 3.4
23 Ushape Increasing 5.8 0.9 0.2 1.6
24 Ushape Normal-like 4.0 0.9 0.4 1.8
25 Ushape Ushape 4.0 1.0 0.7 2.4
Table D.1: Statistics of 25 test cases. Each generates 40 random sample paths for
the numerical experiment in Section 2.5
Appendix E
Table appendix
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Parametric Non-Parametric MLE MH
FED
Poisson Normal Max SAA 4 6 8
IC MHR
SL T 4 6 8 Self-Reg 4 6 8
90
4 45.7% 35.9% 34.9% 36.2% 26.4% 27.0% 27.9% 19.7% 31.3% 51.3% 25.8% 19.6% 31.6% 52.5% 27.5%
6 36.2% 23.6% 21.5% 23.8% 18.2% 18.5% 19.3% 14.1% 24.5% 44.2% 18.2% 14.1% 25.1% 45.4% 17.4%
8 33.6% 18.6% 17.8% 17.1% 13.6% 13.6% 14.1% 10.8% 19.9% 38.3% 13.4% 10.9% 20.6% 39.9% 12.9%
10 31.1% 14.8% 16.0% 13.5% 11.7% 11.9% 12.1% 9.2% 16.9% 33.8% 10.9% 9.4% 17.7% 35.8% 10.7%
12 28.3% 11.9% 15.4% 14.6% 8.9% 9.1% 9.5% 7.5% 14.9% 31.1% 9.2% 7.8% 16.0% 33.4% 8.4%
95
4 82.9% 64.8% 81.8% 82.6% 46.6% 46.4% 47.9% 30.8% 42.0% 64.1% 39.4% 30.9% 42.3% 64.9% 47.0%
6 65.3% 41.3% 45.9% 47.8% 28.9% 29.5% 30.7% 20.0% 31.4% 54.1% 26.4% 20.0% 31.9% 55.2% 26.0%
8 58.9% 32.3% 32.1% 33.5% 19.9% 20.1% 20.8% 13.5% 24.4% 46.6% 18.2% 13.6% 25.1% 47.9% 18.1%
10 54.6% 25.7% 23.4% 23.8% 15.8% 15.6% 16.3% 10.9% 20.7% 41.6% 14.3% 11.2% 21.4% 43.5% 13.4%
12 52.4% 20.1% 17.4% 18.7% 12.9% 13.0% 13.3% 8.7% 18.3% 38.7% 12.0% 9.0% 19.4% 40.8% 10.9%
98
4 164.7% 135.6% 228.6% 228.6% 104.3% 100.3% 102.9% 62.7% 68.5% 91.9% 74.7% 62.8% 69.0% 92.6% 98.8%
6 126.6% 80.9% 134.8% 134.9% 60.9% 59.7% 61.3% 36.6% 46.3% 71.5% 46.6% 36.7% 46.8% 72.5% 49.4%
8 115.6% 62.1% 95.2% 95.1% 36.5% 35.7% 37.0% 20.6% 32.2% 57.4% 28.6% 20.7% 32.9% 58.5% 31.3%
10 105.9% 47.9% 69.5% 69.6% 25.9% 25.8% 26.8% 15.5% 26.1% 50.6% 21.4% 15.6% 26.8% 52.4% 20.4%
12 99.1% 36.5% 49.8% 49.9% 18.8% 19.0% 19.6% 10.9% 22.2% 46.6% 16.0% 11.3% 23.4% 48.8% 15.1%
99
4 267.0% 219.7% 467.1% 467.1% 191.3% 181.8% 181.4% 113.6% 108.6% 132.5% 129.6% 113.3% 108.6% 133.1% 176.9%
6 196.1% 133.0% 283.8% 283.8% 105.7% 101.0% 102.9% 62.5% 67.5% 93.9% 75.1% 62.6% 68.1% 94.8% 81.7%
8 186.9% 98.6% 204.8% 204.8% 60.2% 58.8% 61.1% 32.0% 41.5% 68.5% 41.9% 32.2% 42.1% 69.6% 49.9%
10 164.2% 75.6% 153.1% 153.1% 41.2% 40.8% 42.1% 22.2% 32.1% 58.5% 29.1% 22.6% 32.9% 60.2% 31.4%
12 151.1% 56.2% 112.6% 112.6% 28.6% 28.3% 29.2% 14.4% 26.2% 52.8% 21.6% 14.6% 27.4% 55.0% 20.5%
99.5
4 430.0% 392.5% 928.9% 928.9% 364.9% 346.4% 343.3% 209.5% 182.4% 206.2% 223.8% 209.9% 182.5% 206.9% 327.2%
6 322.2% 219.9% 575.3% 575.3% 189.8% 181.6% 182.1% 111.2% 105.1% 132.1% 124.5% 111.1% 105.5% 133.0% 144.0%
8 282.7% 160.7% 421.0% 421.0% 103.3% 98.7% 101.3% 54.4% 58.4% 86.8% 66.6% 54.8% 58.5% 87.8% 81.7%
10 252.4% 120.1% 320.0% 320.0% 72.1% 69.1% 70.9% 35.7% 42.0% 69.9% 42.8% 36.1% 42.7% 71.3% 50.5%
12 228.3% 87.1% 239.6% 239.6% 46.5% 45.1% 46.2% 22.7% 32.4% 60.8% 30.6% 23.0% 33.7% 62.7% 30.6%
Table E.1: Average OCG for MLE, MH, and all benchmark algorithms over 1,000 synthetic test cases.
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Parametric Non-Parametric MLE MH
FED
Poisson Normal Max SAA 4 6 8
IC MHR
SL T 4 6 8 Self-Reg 4 6 8
90
4 0.50 0.56 0.57 0.62 0.57 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.34 0.37 0.44 0.34 0.37 0.45 0.41
6 0.30 0.33 0.39 0.49 0.39 0.31 0.30 0.31 0.24 0.28 0.36 0.24 0.28 0.36 0.27
8 0.24 0.25 0.31 0.45 0.28 0.23 0.22 0.22 0.18 0.21 0.30 0.17 0.22 0.31 0.20
10 0.18 0.20 0.24 0.40 0.21 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.14 0.18 0.26 0.14 0.18 0.28 0.14
12 0.15 0.19 0.20 0.36 0.23 0.15 0.15 0.16 0.11 0.15 0.24 0.11 0.16 0.26 0.12
95
4 0.97 1.20 1.09 1.18 1.21 0.81 0.80 0.79 0.66 0.63 0.65 0.66 0.63 0.65 0.72
6 0.58 0.75 0.73 0.93 0.77 0.59 0.58 0.59 0.48 0.48 0.51 0.48 0.48 0.52 0.52
8 0.40 0.55 0.59 0.82 0.57 0.37 0.37 0.37 0.26 0.27 0.33 0.26 0.27 0.34 0.32
10 0.26 0.38 0.45 0.72 0.40 0.29 0.29 0.29 0.20 0.21 0.29 0.20 0.22 0.29 0.21
12 0.21 0.28 0.35 0.65 0.31 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.15 0.18 0.26 0.15 0.18 0.27 0.17
98
4 2.32 2.98 2.51 2.58 2.98 1.91 1.90 1.88 1.60 1.52 1.49 1.60 1.52 1.49 1.68
6 1.37 1.98 1.59 2.00 1.98 1.42 1.40 1.39 1.20 1.16 1.15 1.20 1.16 1.15 1.25
8 0.87 1.49 1.25 1.74 1.49 0.84 0.81 0.80 0.54 0.50 0.52 0.54 0.50 0.52 0.66
10 0.49 1.09 0.89 1.47 1.09 0.57 0.56 0.56 0.41 0.37 0.41 0.41 0.37 0.41 0.44
12 0.36 0.82 0.68 1.33 0.82 0.39 0.38 0.38 0.24 0.22 0.29 0.24 0.23 0.30 0.26
99
4 4.43 5.76 4.44 4.55 5.76 3.66 3.64 3.59 3.13 3.00 2.95 3.13 3.00 2.95 3.24
6 2.60 3.89 2.90 3.37 3.89 2.71 2.66 2.63 2.35 2.28 2.25 2.35 2.28 2.25 2.42
8 1.55 2.95 2.23 3.05 2.95 1.50 1.48 1.49 1.02 0.91 0.90 1.02 0.92 0.91 1.18
10 0.90 2.21 1.54 2.44 2.21 1.00 0.99 0.99 0.76 0.65 0.66 0.76 0.66 0.67 0.73
12 0.55 1.68 1.13 2.17 1.68 0.66 0.65 0.65 0.41 0.32 0.36 0.41 0.33 0.37 0.43
99.5
4 8.50 11.10 8.49 8.31 11.10 6.98 6.97 6.88 5.98 5.74 5.69 5.98 5.74 5.69 6.04
6 5.07 7.60 5.31 6.28 7.60 5.27 5.22 5.14 4.67 4.53 4.50 4.67 4.53 4.50 4.72
8 2.82 5.77 4.03 5.11 5.77 2.84 2.80 2.80 1.98 1.79 1.76 1.98 1.75 1.76 2.16
10 1.68 4.36 2.71 4.07 4.36 1.94 1.92 1.91 1.46 1.26 1.24 1.46 1.26 1.24 1.34
12 0.97 3.34 1.93 3.57 3.34 1.25 1.22 1.21 0.80 0.60 0.61 0.80 0.61 0.61 0.75
Table E.2: Standard deviation of OCG for MLE, MH, and all benchmark algorithms over 1,000 synthetic test cases.
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Parametric Model Non-Parametric Model Full
SL T Poisson Normal MaxApp SAA Emp. Dist.
0.90
4 74.4/11.4/14.2 62/14.3/23.7 58.2/14.9/26.9 65.4/15.1/19.5 48.4/18.2/33.4
6 76.5/11.3/12.2 57.1/17.1/25.8 43.1/17.1/39.8 59.4/17.3/23.3 44.2/21/34.8
8 78.4/14/7.6 53.2/20.8/26 33.9/17.8/48.3 52/19.5/28.5 42.8/23.3/33.9
10 80/13.6/6.4 52.4/22.8/24.8 26.7/18.2/55.1 45.9/21.2/32.9 42.2/24.7/33.1
12 81.9/13.7/4.4 51.4/24.1/24.5 19.5/18.5/62 53.6/22.1/24.3 38.4/28.7/32.9
0.95
4 77/10.6/12.4 63.7/13.2/23.1 75.6/10.9/13.5 77.4/10.5/12.1 51/17.4/31.6
6 80.2/9.5/10.3 58.7/15.9/25.4 63.2/14.8/22 68.3/13.9/17.8 45.4/20.2/34.4
8 81.3/11.3/7.4 56.4/16.7/26.9 55.1/16.6/28.3 62.6/15.8/21.6 43/21.9/35.1
10 82/12.2/5.8 55.1/19.5/25.4 48.2/18.4/33.4 55.1/20/24.9 39.8/25.5/34.7
12 84.3/12/3.7 54.5/21.3/24.2 41/20.3/38.7 53.9/24.3/21.8 36.1/29.5/34.4
0.98
4 80.3/8.7/11 66.5/10.3/23.2 89.4/6.7/3.9 89.4/6.7/3.9 58.1/15.6/26.3
6 82/8.4/9.6 61.8/13.4/24.8 82.7/10.2/7.1 82.7/10.3/7 49.7/19.1/31.2
8 84.7/8.6/6.7 61/12.2/26.8 77.5/12.5/10 77.8/12.3/9.9 46.3/22.3/31.4
10 85.3/9.7/5 59.7/14.8/25.5 73.2/14.6/12.2 74.5/14.3/11.2 44.5/25.3/30.2
12 87.1/7.9/5 57.9/17.1/25 68.7/17/14.3 70.4/17/12.6 41.2/29.6/29.2
0.99
4 81.4/7.4/11.2 66.4/10.6/23 95.3/3.1/1.6 95.3/3.1/1.6 60.1/17.4/22.5
6 83.2/7.7/9.1 63.4/11.4/25.2 91.8/5.1/3.1 91.8/5.1/3.1 52.8/20.4/26.8
8 86.2/7.1/6.7 61/12.9/26.1 88.5/6.8/4.7 88.5/6.8/4.7 47.8/25.1/27.1
10 86.2/8.9/4.9 60.2/13.2/26.6 85.5/8.6/5.9 85.5/8.6/5.9 45.5/28/26.5
12 87.6/7.4/5 59.9/14.7/25.4 83/10.1/6.9 83/10.1/6.9 42.5/31.6/25.9
0.995
4 80.4/7.4/12.2 65.6/9.8/24.6 97.4/1.6/1 97.4/1.6/1 61.2/18.3/20.5
6 81/8.5/10.5 60.9/11.2/27.9 95.4/2.6/2 95.4/2.6/2 53.1/22.5/24.4
8 83.6/7.2/9.2 58.9/12.8/28.3 93.2/3.9/2.9 93.2/3.9/2.9 46.5/26.8/26.7
10 83/8.8/8.2 58.1/12.1/29.8 91.2/5.7/3.1 91.2/5.7/3.1 43.4/30.2/26.4
12 84.3/8.2/7.5 56.7/14.1/29.2 89.6/6.7/3.7 89.6/6.7/3.7 39.6/32.6/27.8
Table E.3: Percentage of Under-Estimation/Optimality/Over-Estimation of each benchmark algorithm with service level
90%, 95%, 98%, 99%, 99.5%.
Appendix F
Generation of ∆t
Algorithm 4 Iteration for generating ∆t under dt, zt, and BI
1: procedure GenDelta(dt, zt, w, w)
2: Initiate ∆t ← {(w), (w + 1), . . . , (min{w, dt})}
3: for k ← 2 : zt do
4: for δ∗t ∈ ∆t do
5: ∆t ← ∆t \ {δ∗t }
6: if k < zt then
7: for w∗t,k ← wt,k−1 : min{w, dt − 1T δ} do
8: if w∗t,k ≤ (dt −
∑k−1
s=1 w
δ
t,s − w∗t,k)/(zt − k) ≤ w then
9: ∆t ← ∆t ∪ {(wδ1, . . . , wδk−1, w∗k)}
10: end if
11: end for
12: else if k = zt and w
δ
t,zt−1 ≤ dt − 1T δ ≤ w then
13: w∗k ← (dt − 1T δ)
14: ∆t ← ∆t ∪ {(wδ1, . . . , wδzt−1, w∗k)}
15: end if
16: end for
17: end for
18: Return ∆t.
19: end procedure
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Appendix G
Calculation of τ (δt)
Algorithm 5 Recursion for generating number of unordered permutations for δt
1: procedure τ(δ)
2: τ ← 1, n = dim(δ)
3: for w ← min(δ) : max(δ) do
4: nw ←
∑zt
k=1 I [wk = w]
5: τ ← τ × ( n
nw
)
6: n← n− nw
7: end for
8: Return τ .
9: end procedure
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Appendix H
Generation of All Feasible zT
Algorithm 6 Generating all feasible zT under dT , z˜, and BI
1: procedure GenZList(zT , z˜ ,BI)
2: for t← 1 : T do
3: zt,LB ← max
{
z,
⌈
dt
w
⌉}
4: zt,UB ← min
{
z,
⌊
dt
w
⌋}
5: end for
6: Initiate ZList← {(z1,LB), . . . , (z1,UB)}
7: for t← 2 : T do
8: for z∗ ∈ ZList do
9: ZList← ZList \ {z∗}
10: if t < T then
11: for z∗ ← zt,LB : zt,UB do
12: ξ ← z˜ − (1Tz∗ + z∗) . ξ is sum of remaining orders
13: if ξ ≥∑Ts=t+1 zs,LB and ξ ≤∑Ts=t+1 zs,UB then
14: ZList← ZList ∪ {(z∗, z∗)}
15: end if
16: end for
17: else if t = T and zT,LB ≤ z˜ − 1Tz∗ ≤ zT,UB then
18: ZList← ZList ∪ {(z∗, z˜ − 1Tz∗)}
19: end if
20: end for
21: end for
22: Return ZList.
23: end procedure
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Appendix I
Company M’s Approach
In addition to x and input parameter p, we introduce the following notations to
mathematically describe the Company M’s Approach (the M App):
• µ0 = 152
∑52
t=1 x−t
• SS0: Current safety stock
• WOS0: Current weeks of supply
• θp: p-quantile of the empirical distribution of xt
First, WOS0 = SS0/µ0 is calculated by current safety stock level and mean usage
over the trailing 52 week history. Then a trimmed mean is calculated by µp =
1
b52pc
∑
x−s≤θp x−s. Finally, the M Approach prescribes the new safety stock level
(corresponding to parameter p) to be µp: SSp = dWOS0 × µpe.
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Appendix J
MFC Approach
For each ANT SKU-L, the M Approach takes an input 0 < p < 1 and calculates
a “trimmed mean” by dropping the top (1 − p) portion of usage history. Then
the a new safety stock level (with parameter p) is set to be the product of weeks
of supply by current safety stock level (with mean demand approximated by
trailing usage history) and the trimmed mean (detailed description in Appendix
I). Figure J·1 shows a SKU example of the M Approach at a regional warehouse:
90th-percentile recommendation suggests safety stock reduced from 30 units to 9
units; 75th-percentile suggest a further reduction to 4 units.
Figure J·1: Example of the M Approach with parameter p = 0.75, and p = 0.9.
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First, we define a “cycle” to be the period between two successive receipts of
replenishment. The minimum on-hand inventory within a cycle coincides with the
arrival of the second replenishment. Assuming that the second replenishment arrives
in period tend, then the ending inventory level is I(tend) = ROPt′−L − Xt′−L,t′ ,
where ROPt′−L is the reorder point ROPt′−L triggered in period t′ − L, and
Xt′−L,t′ = Xt′−L +Xt′−L+1 + · · ·+Xt′−1 is the random variable of lead time demand
between t′ − L to t′.
Substituting ROPt′−L with Equation (4.1), we have It′ = Ft′−L,t′+SSt′−L−Xt′−L,t′ ,
where Ft′−L,t′ is the lead time demand forecast. Under a guaranteed service model,
the ending inventory It′ should always be greater than or equal to zero, then we have
SSt′−L ≥ Xt′−L,t′ − Ft′−L,t′ . Let Gt1,t2 be the distribution of demand between t1 and
t2 with right support X¯t′−L,t′ . When forecast is unbiased, i.e. Ft′−L,t′ = E [Xt′−L,t′ ],
we should set SSt′−L = G−1t′−L,t′(α) − E [Xt′−L,t′ ]. Moreover, let X¯(L) be the right
support for any lead time demand between t − L and t. Since we do now know the
accuracy of Ft′−L,t′ , and distribution Gt′−L,t′ , we can set SSt′−L = X¯(L) by relaxing
the Xt′−L,t′ to X¯(L) and set Ft′−L,t′ = 0, which guarantees that It′ ≥ 0.
Let I−t be the inventory in period −t, we should have xt ≥ xt′ = SSt′−L −
(Xt′−L,t′ − Ft′−L,t′), where the first inequality represents that on-hand inventory level
in period t should be higher than the ending on-hand inventory in the same cycle.
For unbiased demand forecast, we should expect on-hand inventory level drop below
SSt′−L. However, the minimum on-hand inventory should never be higher than X¯(L)
since that even the most extreme cases (forecast is 0 and lead time demand realizes
to be X¯(L)) would be covered by setting SSt = X¯(L). In other word, as long as
the right support of lead time demand remain constant over time (no assumption on
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the periodic demand distribution or correlation), the minimum inventory level can be
reduced to X¯(L) while guaranteeing 100% service. Let y−t =
∑−t+L−1
s=−t xt be the lead
time demand from period −t, we estimate X¯(L) by yMFC = max{y−t}, and calculate
the gap by
δMFC = max
(
min I−t − yMFC , 0
)
(J.1)
Appendix K
Simulation-based Numerical Test on
Frederic Facility
For each SKU, we first construct the empirical distribution using the SKU’s usage
history over the 52-week history. Then a large number of M(= 5, 000) independent
lead time demand is simulated, each of which is the sum of L independent draws
from the empirical distribution (assuming the underlying weekly demand are i.i.d.
distributions after filtering out SKUs with high autocorrelations and non-trivial long-
term trend). We compare the reorder point in E1, which is calculated by
ROPApproach = F (L) + SSApproach
For the “average performance,” we approximate F (L) by average historical demand,
µ0, and calculate SL− AC of an approach as
SL-ACApproach =
1
M
M∑
m=1
I
[
Lµ0 + SS
Approach ≥ X(m)1 + · · ·+X(m)L
]
For the lowerbound, we replace F (L) with 0 to imitate the case where forecast is
inaccurate (to the extreme extent), forcing all lead time demand to be fulfilled by
safety stock. Formally, SL-LB of an approach is calculated by
SL-LBApproach =
1
M
M∑
m=1
I
[
SSApproach ≥ X(m)1 + · · ·+X(m)L
]
For Reported Inventory Reduction, the dollar value for each approach is calculated
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by
• RSM−p = CSKU max{SS0 − SSMp , 0}
• RSNormal = CSKU max{SS0 − Φ−1(p;µ0, σ0), 0}
• RSMFC = CSKUδMFC
where SSMAppp = dWOS0 × µpe, Φ−1(·;µ0, σ0 is the inverse normal function with
mean µ0 and standard deviation σ0 (direct estimation from the history), δ
MFC is
calculated by Equation (4.2), and CSKU is the standard cost of the SKU.
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